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The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of a deep

breathing and stretching exercise on communication Apprehension,

Cohesiveness and Attentiveness. An empirical method was used in

this study. All of the subjects involved in the study were students

in beginning public speaking courses, Speech 112, at Oregon State

University. Ten sections of the course were included in the study,

five as experimental groups and five as control groups.

There were two instruments used to test for the hypotheses.

The first instrument was McCroskey's Personal Report of

Communication Apprehension (PRCA-24). In the control groups there

were a total of 79 students who responded to both the pre- and

posttests of the PRCA, and 65 students in experimental groups that

responded to both the pre- and posttests of the PRCA. Two

additional tests were created for this study and combined into one

instrument, the Cohesiveness and Attentiveness Tests (CAT). Among



The results indicated that the deep breathing and stretching

exercise did not reduce Communication Apprehension or increase the

feelings of Cohesiveness or Attentiveness in the subjects in

experimental groups more than subjects in control groups. There

was anecdotal evidence however, which did provide some support

for the hypotheses. The subjects' reactions and instructors'

observations prompted a post hoc survey to which the subjects'

responses suggested increased relaxation, cohesiveness and

attentiveness as a result of the activity. In general, the predicted

hypotheses were not supported by the results of the instruments

used, but there was support for the use of the activity from the

anecdotal evidence.
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THE IMPACT OF A RELAXATION EXERCISE ON
COMMUNICATION

APPREHENSION IN THE CLASSROOM

I INTRODUCTION

The Problem

The causes and effects of communication apprehension (CA) are a

fundamental consideration in the field of communication studies. There are a

multitude of articles written about CA, and studies conducted to determine its

potential causes and effects. Communication apprehension affects a person's

ability to interact with others in a number of ways, having a huge effect on

the lives of those who struggle with CA. McCroskey, perhaps the principle

researcher in the field, thinks that these studies have been able to determine a

great deal about the causes and effects, but that there is still much unknown

(1977, p. 93). McCroskey also stated that additional research is needed and

that "a major thrust in the future probably should be in the areas of causes of

CA and development of treatments, both clinical treatments and treatments

that can be used by parents and teachers" (p. 93).

The most important term to understand before continuing is

communication apprehension. Communication apprehension "is an

individual's level of fear or anxiety associated with either real or anticipated

communication with another person or persons" (McCroskey, 1977). There

are four kinds of CA. Trait-like CA is a predisposition of a person toward

communication in any context or situation. Generalized-situation CA is

limited to a particular context, so that one may have high CA in one or more

contexts while experiencing moderate or low CA in other contexts.
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McCroskey's test PRCA-24 addresses four of the most common contexts:

small group situations, talking at meetings, one on one interactions, and

public speaking. Person-group CA represents a person's disposition toward

communicating with a specific person or group, regardless of the context in

which the situation takes place. Situational CA is the last type. It represents

a person's orientation toward communicating with a given individual or

group, at a given time, in a given context, and is experienced by just about

everyone at some time or another. All of these definitions came from

McCroskey's book, An Introduction to Rhetorical Communication (1982).

Communication apprehension is a significant factor in teaching public

speaking courses to beginning speech students. While there are a number of

types of CA, such as apprehension in meetings, group situations, all

communicative situations, and public speaking, according to the Bruskin

Report (1973) it is the fear of public speaking that is held by as many as 41

percent of Americans as their number one fear. The same study reported that

only 19 percent listed dying as their number one fear, thus Americans would

appear to fear public speaking more than death. The Bruskin Report views

CA from a broad perspective referring to a natural fear experienced by many

people who engage in public communication, but for some people the fear is

extreme and debilitating. McCroskey claims that 20 percent of school

children and adults in our society experience unacceptably high levels of CA

(1977, p. 93). He goes on to say, "it is vital that we learn more about why

this is true and what we can do to eliminate what is clearly the most pervasive

communication problem in our contemporary society" (p. 93).

Ayres and Hopf (1985) feel that teachers need to confront CA in their

introductory speaking courses by including material designed to reduce fear

and apprehension. It can be confusing and frustrating trying to choose one



method that works best in any given situation because treatments range from

workbook assignments to visualization techniques. Many can be eliminated

right away for consideration in classroom activities because they require

clinical settings with laboratory exercises and the assistance of professional

psychologists. Another confusing element, as Foss explains (1982, p. 197),

is the "varying and even contradictory findings" of the many different

treatments, and the fact that many of the techniques do not offer specific

guidelines for establishing CA programs.

Justification

The strongest argument illustrating the need for continued research on CA

is the simple fact that CA literature reveals no method for reducing anxiety

which has been widely accepted. With a problem as fundamental and

detrimental to so many communicators, there is certainly justification to

continue research on CA in the search for a cure or at least relief for this

anxiety. This argument can be narrowed down to consider the need for

further study on the effects of CA in the classroom. As McCroskey states, a

necessary direction of CA studies should be to find treatments which may be

used by teachers and parents, not just in clinical situations (1977, p. 93).

Most of the studies involving CA reducing activities in the beginning public

speaking classroom have been unable to prove that their activity reduces stage

fright more than the experience of speaking itself (Ayres & Hopf, 1985 and

Littlefield & Sellnow, 1987). Foss (1982) provides further illustration of the

need for continued CA research by saying the most effective means for

dealing with a student with severe CA is to send the student to a special
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treatment program. Foss is saying in effect there are currently no classroom

treatments capable of appropriately helping an individual with severe CA.

While Foss (1982) and Neer (1982) discuss the need for students to get

involved with special treatment programs, not all schools are equipped to

offer this service. Relative to this question, Daly (1975) reports that very

few institutions are equipped to offer such treatment programs. Continuing

the study of CA to find an effective treatment for use in the classroom would

probably be far more feasible and economical than attempting to establish

special treatment programs at every institution.

Beyond the justification for continuing the study of CA found in the

communication literature, deep breathing exercises might prove beneficial.

Breathing has been an accepted technique for assisting in relaxation exercises

in the medical profession, most notably related to childbirth (Fen lon,

Dorchak & Oakes, 1979 and Leboyer, 1983), stress management (Archer,

1986), athletics (Gauron & Bowers, 1986), and with regard to achieving

increased physical and mental health (Zi, 1986). According to Fen lon,

Dorchak and Oakes (1979, p. 27), the conditioned, or automatic, response to

contractions with relaxation using special breathing techniques is a

fundamental element in the Lamaze method of childbirth.

Deep breathing has also been utilized by Dr. James Archer, Jr. (1986) as

part of a preventive approach to stress for college-age students. Archer

created a general stress management model with three major parts (physical,

cognitive, and lifestyle) and nine different stress management behaviors. The

first two stress management behaviors or skills on Archer's list are regular

relaxation and situational relaxation, both utilizing breathing. Gauron and

Bower's study, "Pain Control Techniques in College-age Athletes" (1986),
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also used breathing as an element to assist athletes in increasing their ability

to cope with pain.

Nancy Zi's book, The Art of Breathing (1986) discussed many potential

benefits gained from utilizing controlled breathing. She began with

background information about the ancient Chinese practice of chi kung. Chi

kung is concerned with both the process of breathing and the ancient Chinese

understanding of disciplined breathing being used to acquire total control

over body and mind (p. 3). In China chi kung has been applied to many

forms of martial arts, meditation, and healing. Zi has incorporated her

knowledge of chi kung into the creation of a practice she calls chi yi,

stressing the benefits of utilizing controlled breathing. Zi claims this

breathing technique has applications for benefiting the following areas:

relaxation, revitalization, improving health, reducing or eliminating stress,

tension, or pain, combatting insomnia, athletic development, childbirth,

improving speech and voice, and meditation (1986). Despite the widespread

acceptance of a deep breathing technique used for relaxation, no literature

was found reporting the use of deep breathing to treat or reduce CA.

There is further justification for a relaxation exercise of stretching and

deep breathing found in the Physiological literature. Hales and Williams

(1986, p. 199) report that virtually all people in the field of physical

education support the idea that physical activity reduces stress and tension,

and improves the quality of a person's life in many ways (Hales & Williams,

1986, p. 199). Hale and Williams also say that exercise increases the

presence of the chemical called catecholamines in the brain, a chemical linked

to depression and anxiety (1986, p. 125). Physiologist Herbert de Vries

takes this idea further by saying even a single "dose" of exercise has a

"tranquilizer effect" on the muscles, alleviating anxiety (1980).
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Many articles have been written for the business community with advice

about including physical activity in a daily routine and the benefits of doing

so (Franzmeier, 1986; Ried-Dove &Edelman, 1988; Broad, 1987; Austin,

1985; Greenfield, 1985; Dionne, 1984). Directed to office workers and

employees, these articles strongly encourage employees to become involved

with physical activities to reduce the high levels of stress experienced by so

many corporate workers.

Besides the corporate fitness popularity and the physiological

perspectives, the justification comes from a consideration of the mind and

body relationship. Movement is frequently used in education, and many

have claimed there are benefits from the inclusion of movement in education.

Robert Gensemer discusses movement in education by explaining that

physical and mental phenomena are not separate, they are dependent on and

influence each other (1979). On a similar note, Bressan and Ulrich feel there

is knowledge that can only be obtained through movement, and that

movement is almost always beneficial to the learning experience. They feel

that others may try to explain the experience or feeling of acquiring a skill,

but knowledge can only be obtained by doing, feeling and experiencing

(1983).

A review of the CA literature reveals that no single method for reducing

anxiety has been widely accepted. Thus it seems reasonable to continue the

search for ways to overcome the problems of communicatively apprehensive

individuals or to provide some relief. This research is undertaken with the

hope that it may help affected people by reducing their apprehension. Also it

may be an easily adaptable program for instructors of beginning public

speaking courses. While more involved and complete treatments for CA do
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exist, not all of those could be incorporated into the introductory

communication courses.

If a method appropriate to an instructional setting could be devised which

would lower CA then, there may even be additional benefits. That is, such a

method may also help students increase their attentiveness in class and

cohesiveness with classmates. One significant reason that increased

attentiveness may be an result of this activity, is the simple fact that increased

attentiveness and alertness are common biproducts of physical activity.

When students have the opportunity to get out of their seats, stretch their

muscles and increase their cardiovascular activity, there is a revitalizing

effect, likely an increase in attentiveness.

One of the reasons that an increase in cohesiveness is a possible result of

the activity is the increased class interaction brought about with the activity.

By incorporating the activity into the course students experience increased

interaction and shared experiences which may increase their feelings of

cohesiveness with their classmates. In addition to the increased interaction

among the group there may be , the activity may have a stronger effect on the

subjects because it is occurring in an academic class, a context in which

students rarely experience high levels of group interaction.

Purpose and Hypotheses of the Study

The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of a stretching and

deep breathing activity incorporated into a university level beginning public

speaking course, to determine whether such an activity would decrease the

amount of anxiety commonly experienced in introductory speech courses.

No other studies specifically incorporating a movement exercise into the
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classroom activities in an attempt to reduce student anxiety have been found

thus far. Three hypotheses summarize the intent of this research.

1.) A stretching and deep breathing activity in an introductory speech course

will reduce the communication anxiety frequently felt by inexperienced

speakers.

2.) The shared experience and involvement of the class engaging in the

activity will increase the group cohesiveness of the students.

3.) The physiological effects of this movement and breathing exercise will

increase the student's attentiveness in class.

Parameters and Limitations of the Study

For the purpose of this study CA referred to generalized-situational CA,

and the context of that apprehension will be a public speaking situation.

There was no assumption that the results of this study were applicable to

treating CA in other contexts or situations beyond the beginning public

speaking classroom. The results of the study are only applicable to similar

situations with similar subjects.

There were limitations in the method of this study, mainly that self report

instruments may not report how people actually feel. The only method of

determining a change in the students was a self report measurement.

Although this is a commonly used and accepted type of measurement

instrument, there is no way of knowing whether it report the way students

actually behave. For this reason, a combination of self report and some

other type of measurement such as observation of the respondent would be

more effective. Another beneficial addition to this study would be to include
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a follow up test.. With such an addition the results of the research would be

able to determine whether subject change was temporary or long-term.
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II REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The treatment of CA has been a concern of speech instructors for many

years. McCroskey (1977) reported that the consideration of CA as it affects

communicators and studies of the factor can be traced back to the mid thirties.

He illustrated the prevalence of the concern over CA clearly as he wrote (p.

78),

for over four decades scholars concerned with oral communication have
focused attention on the impact of a person's fear or anxiety about
communication on a person's communication behavior. . . It has been
consistently observed that some people are more apprehensive orally
than are other people and that this apprehension has a negative impact on
their communication behavior as well as on other important aspects of
their lives.

It is important to distinguish between the terminology used in discussing

this anxiety or apprehension. Some prevalent terms in use seem to be

"communication apprehension" (McCroskey 1970), "reticence" (Phillips,

1977), and "unwillingness to communicate" (Burgoon, 1976). According to

McCroskey (1977) these terms are defined as follows: reticence "refers to a

trait of an individual which results in that individual characteristically

remaining silent rather than participating in communication" (p. 78).

Unwillingness to communicate is essentially the same as reticence yet it

"focuses on a predisposition to avoid communication and recognizes a

multiplicity of potential causative elements which could lead to such a

disposition, including apprehension, alienation, low self-esteem,

introversion, and so forth" (p. 79). And communication apprehension

"could be considered a subconstruct of reticence or unwillingness to
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communicate. While the construct specifies that people with high levels of

CA characteristically avoid and/or withdraw from communication, it differs

from the other constructs in that it specifies only fear and/or anxiety as the

causal element" (p. 79). This study will be concerned only with the concept

of communication apprehension (CA). That is, it will not deal with reticence

or unwillingness to communicate.

McCroskey's definition of CA as cited in the definition of terms has since

been made more specific to consider state and trait CA. Trait apprehension is

characterized by experiencing fear or anxiety as a response to many types of

oral communication, from talking to a single person to presenting a speech to

a large crowd. State apprehension, in contrast, is specific to a given oral

communication situation, such as giving a presentation to a large audience or

interviewing for an important job (McCroskey, 1977, p. 79).

As the Bruskin Report (1973) illustrated may Americans seem to fear

public speaking more than death. Ayres and Miller (1990, p. 22) claim that ,

even such prominent entertainers, reporters, and politicians like
Johnny Carson, Joan Sutherland, Carol Burnett, Barbara Walters,
Margaret Thatcher and John Fitzgerald Kennedy occasionally
experienced speech anxiety. Therefore, some degree of speech
anxiety is often the rule, rather than the exception.

Ayres and Miller discussed speech anxiety as it applied more specifically to

the beginning public speaking students by citing the results of their own

study (p. 22):

We have found that 14 percent of the people enrolled in the basic
public speaking course at our school suffer from extreme speech
anxiety, a great many other students report speech anxiety to be an
important problem, and almost all of our students report having
experienced speech anxiety at one point or another.
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Ayres and Miller reported that there were three significant factors of

speech anxiety: the novelty concerning things that are new and different, the

conspicuousness of standing out from the audience, and the characteristics of

the audience such as size, status, familiarity, similarity and behavior (p. 24).

McCroskey stresses a similar notion with his claim that "CA is a normal

response to a threatening situation experienced by most normal people and is

in no way pathological" (1977, p. 80).

While it is agreed that state CA is a normal experience, trait CA is not a

normal characteristic of the average person. As McCroskey explained it,

people with high levels of trait CA experience high levels of apprehension in

almost all oral communication settings. While they are much less common

than people with low levels of trait CA, they are more prevalent than

expected, with 20 percent of students in major universities described as high

trait CA (McCroskey, 1977). In this study "CA" will refer to state CA.

Foss (1982) believed that fear in the speaking experience reduces the

gains from that experience significantly. She also claimed that if a

fundamentals of speech course instructor does not notice that a student has

severe communication apprehension, yet proceeds to force the student into

speaking without dealing with the problem, that student could come away

from the class with an even more serious case of communication

apprehension. Foss believed that the most effective means of dealing with a

student with severe communication apprehension is to direct that student to

special treatment programs, even though not all schools have the means to

provide this service to the students. Neer (1982) also discussed the use of

Communication Apprehension "Laboratories" to benefit both trait and state

CA students. According to Daly (1975, p. 5), "Very few institutions at the

college and university level have special treatment programs." Thus the
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instructors carry the responsibility of tackling the problem in their own

courses. Ayres and Hopf (1985) suggested that the most desirable way for

an instructor to deal with communication apprehension in the beginning

speech course is to include class material designed to reduce the fear and

apprehension.

There are many suggestions to instructors as to what sort of material to

include in their courses to cope with stage fright and apprehension. Some of

these "approaches to treatment" listed by Foss (1982) were: esteem building,

assertiveness training, group counseling, individual tutoring, modeling, peer

support, skills training, systematic desensitization, goal analysis, rational

emotive therapy, cognitive restructuring, reality therapy/ goal setting,

biofeedback, graduated communication performances, journal writing, self-

efficacy, listening to tapes, workbook assignments, group projects, covert

rehearsal, written practice, skills monitoring, anxiety management,

McCroskey's self-instructional model, and oral interpretation. Visualization,

self-disclosure, decision-making strategies, positive thinking, and perception

changing have also been discussed as possible treatments (Ayres & Hopf,

1985, 1987, 1989; Ayres, 1988; Beatty, 1988). According to Foss (1982,

p. 195) most of these approaches to treatment "consist of varying and even

contradictory findings and, from a practical standpoint, do not offer specific

guidelines for establishing a CA program."

There are also many suggestions for dealing with stage fright directed to

the beginning public speaking student directly. For example, Stephen Lucas

included in his text, The Art of Public Speaking (1986), the following

suggestions for anxious students: think positively, be physically and

mentally prepared (a good night's sleep), concentrate on communicating with
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your audience, take a couple of deep breaths before speaking, have a strong

introduction, make eye contact, and use visual aids (p. 13).

Five specific ideas for dealing with CA which offer specific guidelines

and study results were the use of visualization (Ayres & Hopf, 1987), the

use of self disclosure (Littlefield & Sellnow, 1987), Systematic

Desensitization, Cognitive Modification, and Skills Training (Glaser, 1981).

The first two studies are specifically structured for use in the beginning

public speaking classroom, and may be utilized by students on their own. A

review of the literature revealed that the last three are the most prevalent

methods of coping with CA. These three methods are more complex

programs of therapy on behavior modification conducted by professionals,

they require more time and effort, and frequently require a clinical setting to

put into action. The five previous methods will be considered with regard to

their effects on the study on CA in general.

Visualization involves asking students to imagine themselves presenting

an effective speech. Ayres and Hopf (1987) claimed that this tactic has been

used frequently to improve the performance of athletes, and may be a

possible strategy for speech instructors to help anxious students become

better speakers, with possible benefits for non-anxious students as well. A

study by Ayres and Hopf (1985) explored whether visualization was helpful

in reducing speech anxiety. In this study students enrolled in multi-sectioned

fundamental speech courses in the Department of Communication at

Washington State University were measured for anxiety levels at the start of

the course and once again toward the end of the course. The measurement of

speech anxiety was determined by an instrument called the Personal Report

of Communication Apprehension (PRCA), developed by McCroskey (1981).

Instructors had one section engaging in visualization exercises before their
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speeches and their other section not engaging in visualization exercises. This

study found that visualization was no more effective then the experience of

public speaking itself.

Littlefield and Sellnow (1987) studied the effects of self disclosure on

CA. Part of the treatment included giving the students the following advice:

(1) Know the subject thoroughly, (2) choose a subject with "personal

meaning," and (3) select a topic that is "liked" (p. 62). They suggest that for

self-disclosure to occur there are certain conditions which need to be met and

that anticipated ramifications, or predictable outcomes, must exist within the

context of the speech act (p. 62).

Their suggestion may be interpreted to mean that at the beginning of the

term it would be beneficial to try to create a comfortable feeling in which

speakers can trust their audience to be understanding and willing to disclose

as much of themselves as the speaker has disclosed of him or herself.

Throughout the term instructors ought to move toward a more realistic setting

to prepare students for what they are likely to find in giving presentations

outside the classroom environment. With regard to the "anticipated

ramifications," the instructor is a key element in creating those ramifications

based on the feedback they provide their students. According to Littlefield

and Sellnow, the use of a speech called "The Sharing Feelings Speech"

(TSFS), in which students share their feelings about a piece of literature then

answer questions and discuss that literature with the class, created the right

atmosphere for students to feel comfortable with self-disclosing personal

information, and to feel more at ease with their classmates.

Littlefield and Sellnow's study used a similar format to that of the

visualization study. Once again there was a multi-sectioned class where half

of the sections completed TSFS, while the control group was assigned a
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speech that called for a character sketch of a well known person. The study

revealed that for the class engaging in TSFS, there was a significant

reduction in speech anxiety over the entire semester (p. 63). Similar to the

visualization study, this study did not prove that self-disclosure reduces CA

in public speaking situations more than the experience of speaking itself.

Although much research has been done concerning communication

apprehension and stage fright in public speaking courses, no study has been

able to prove that any one method or program will eliminate the problem or

even reduce the apprehension more than the speaking experience itself.

After having considered visualization and self disclosure as potential

treatments for CA, it is interesting to consider the three more complex and

widely used treatments. Susan R. Glaser' s summary entitled Oral

Communication Apprehension and Avoidance: The Current Status of

Treatment Research (1981) is a compilation of information on a variety ofCA

treatments. This study provided a thorough discussion of the strong and

weak points of Systematic Desensitization, Cognitive Modification and Skills

Training. Glaser also addressed the diversity between the studies of CA

which lead to confusion and contradiction, such as the variation in definition

of terminology, the variations in suggested treatments and variations in

suggested causes. As discussed previously in this study, "CA,"

"reticence,"and "unwillingness to communicate" have been used as

interchangeable terms incorrectly. Glaser added to this list of terms,

"shyness" (Zimbardo, 1977) and "social anxiety" (Big lan, Glaser, & Dow,

1979). In considering the variations in suggested treatments and causes, the

responses can be broken down into three basic categories: 1) the assumed

cause is conditioned anxiety, thus the suggested treatment is Systematic

Desensitization (SD), 2) the second assumption is that CA is caused by
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negative cognitive appraisals, thus the suggested treatment is Cognitive

Modification (CM), 3) the final assumption as to the cause of CA discussed

by Glaser is a lack of sufficient communicative skills, thus the suggested

treatment is Skills Training (ST).

The first of the three is Systematic Desensitization, which is most closely

related to the treatment of this study. Systematic Desensitization is based on

the idea that by combining anxiety-causing stimuli with relaxation, the fear

will be reduced. It is not possible for a person to feel both tense and relaxed

at the same time, thus "by teaching people to relax in the presence of anxiety

stimuli it is argued that anxiety will be markedly reduced and subsequent

performances enhanced" (Glaser, 1981, p. 323). There are two parts to

Systematic Desensitization: anxiety stimuli combined with deep muscle

relaxation, and imagery. First the participants set up a graded series of feared

situations, a hierarchy of anxiety stimuli, and are taught basic relaxation

techniques. They are then exposed to the series of feared situations, while at

the same time associating those exposures with deep muscle relaxation.

While in a relaxed state the individuals imagine a series of anxiety producing

situations, beginning with the easiest on the hierarchy. Each stimulus is

administered until the individual can imagine it while remaining relaxed.

This process continues until the person is able to imagine all the situations on

the hierarchy without feeling anxiety.

Glaser discussed one criticism which is applicable to all three forms of

treatment; it is a problem of assessment. Her complaint was that many

studies use only self-report measures, which makes a clear interpretation of

the results difficult because a student may feel better and report that, but there

may not be any change in behavior. Thus some measure of behavior change

should be included, as well as a follow up test to determine whether subject
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change is temporary or long-term. Glaser wrote, "consequently we have

little reason to be confident that SD can be generalized to actual behavior

change in real-life communication situations" (p. 329).

The second cause and treatment important to understand for a well

rounded knowledge of CA treatments is the negative cognitive appraisal

model. According to Glaser this model assumes that apprehension and

avoidance of oral communication are caused by negative evaluation of

performance and the expectation of adverse consequences (p. 329). This

means that when people feel uncomfortable or perform poorly in

communication situations they tend to make negative self-verbalizations, for

example "everyone will think I'm foolish"; "That sounded really stupid"; "I

can't think of anything to say around these people"; or "They'll never like

me." The treatment for negative cognitive appraisals of CA is Cognitive

Modification. Cognitive Modification includes a variety of procedures which

emphasize the important effects of thoughts, or cognitions, on behaviors or

feelings and attempts to restructure a person's cognitive process by teaching

a more realistic evaluation of behavioral consequences (Glaser, 1981).

Glaser's criticisms of CM were similar to those about the use of SD. The

first criticism was that many of the studies reported on CM did not focus on

communication anxiety and the few that did were almost exclusively

concerned with public speaking situations rather than cross-situational

anxiety (p. 330). While this information would be detrimental to a general

anxiety study, it is not a problem when considering the appropriateness of

CM in dealing state CA specifically related to public speaking. A second

difficulty with CM reported by Glaser is one that was mentioned earlier in

this study, which is the problem with definitions of terminology. There have

been studies on the use of "Cognitive Modification" that included practice
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components, others have included relaxation training, and most others

variously emphasize modification of negative self-verbalization, irrational

anticipations, and fixed roles (p. 330).

The last of the three most popular CA treatments discussed by Glaser is

Skills Training. Unlike SD and CM, the skills deficit model assumes that CA

and avoidance are related to the adequacy of an individual's communication

or behavioral repertoire. The central assumption of this treatment is the idea

that people who perform poorly in communicative situations do so not

because they feel anxiety, fear, or a negative self-conception, but because

they lack the requisite skills necessary to perform well (p. 332). The

treatment procedures for ST vary widely depending on the instructor,

therapist, and researcher but frequently include "direct instruction and

coaching of target behaviors, modeling, goal setting, covert rehearsal,

behavior rehearsal, in vivo practice, and self-monitoring" (p. 332). While

some of these are self explanatory, others are not so recognizable. Covert

rehearsal is an exercise in which students imagine specific scenes in which

they utilize their skills. In vivo practice is the actual implementation of the

target behavior in a real-life situation (p. 333). Skills Training procedures are

applied to communication activities in four basic areas: public speaking,

dating skills, assertiveness training, and social communicative skills (p.

334). Glaser stated, "the application of ST to public speaking anxiety has

been fairly limited in scope, focusing almost exclusively on delivery skills"

(p. 334). As with SD and CM, Glaser mentioned again that the frequent

assessment procedures have lacked the necessary control to produce

conclusive results. Glaser stated, "Although there is some validity to self-

report data and behavioral measures from laboratory tasks, it is important to
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discover whether ST carries over to the subject's natural environments" (p.

336).

With regard to all three of these treatment models Glaser claimed that

there is evidence which indicates "a relationship between type of student and

effectiveness of treatment" (p. 331). Glaser's report suggested that ST

appears to be equally effective for individuals with high anxiety and

individuals with low anxiety. It is more effective for subjects with high

social anxiety to seek cognitive therapy as treatment for their apprehension.

Cognitive modification also appears to be significantly more effective for

individuals with generalized or cross-situational communication anxiety.

Systematic Desensitization appears to be more effective than the others with

subjects whose speech anxiety is confined to formal public speaking

situations (p. 331).

McCroskey and Beatty's study, Communication Apprehension and

Accumulated Communication State Anxiety Experience: A Research Note,

(1984), revealed that there is a significant correlation between trait CA, as

measured by the PRCA-24, and state CA, as measured by the Spielberger

state anxiety measure. McCroskey and Beatty explain that the PRCA is

"predictive of a variety of communication-related behaviors," (p. 79), and

that behavior is the product of interactions of predispositional traits and

responses to a given situation in which the behavior is to be performed.

Thus, "what a trait anxiety measure should be able to predict, at least at a

modest level, is the level of state anxiety the subject will experience in a given

situation" (p. 79). The study also points out that two previous studies

established that PRCA scores correlate significantly with public speaking

state anxiety scores (Beatty & Behnke, 1980; Behnke & Beatty, 1981).
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The strongest criticism of the PRCA has been for its strong concentration

on public speaking. While this has posed a problem for cross-situational

studies, the power of the PRCA to correlate with state anxiety scores in

public speaking is an asset for this study. In the discussion of the results of

McCroskey and Beatty's study, they again found "state anxiety responses

correlated significantly with CA scores based on the PRCA-24," and that the

"strongest correlations were observed between the PRCA-24 and public

speaking and meeting anxiety" (p. 83).

The Benefits of Movement

The benefits of movement and physical activity have been commonly

accepted. Hales & Williams (1986, p. 119) reported that virtually all people

in the field of physical education support the concept that physical activity can

reduce stress and tension and improve the quality of a person's life in a

number of ways. From a strictly physiological standpoint, the idea is well

supported and sensible. Hales and Williams claimed that nobody knows

"exactly how the body sooths the mind," but that increased blood flow and

oxygen supply to the brain may have some effect (p 120). They also

reported that exercise increases catecholamines,a chemical in the brain. An

imbalance of catecholamines has been linked to depression and anxiety

(Hales & Williams, 1986, p. 125), and exercise can act as a tranquilizer on

the muscles, which alleviates anxiety (Hales & Williams, 1986, p. 125; de

Vries, 1980). According to La Russo, "the individual feeling sluggish and

listless will not experience the clarity and refinement of thought which he has

known on other days" (1977, p. 165).
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In addition to the physiological evidence, support for this concept comes

from the ideas of the Japanese employee management programs which utilize

physical activity as a tool for increasing employee production and morale

(Broad, 1987). This practice has been readily adopted by many corporations

and individual "desk job" workers here in United States; there has been

development of corporate fitness and widespread popularity of workout

programs and gyms.

Many articles have been written for the business world with advice about

including physical activity in a daily routine and the benefits of doing so

(Franzmeier, 1986; Ried-Dove & Edelman, 1988; Broad, 1987; Austin,

1985; Greenfield, 1985; Dionne, 1984). Franzmeier (1986, p. 66)

reported that Canada has created a desk exercise program provided free by

the Canadian government, through an organization called Fitness Canada, a

program within the Ministry of Health and Welfare. According to

Franzmeier the program is widely used.

Beyond the recently popular corporate fitness perspective, one can clearly

see and feel the purely physical effects of movement in day to day life.

According to Gensemer (1979, p. 6) "the mind and body are not separate,

mental and physical phenomena are always interrelated, each dependant on

the other and each influencing the other." When a person is depressed,

common effects are shallow breathing, loss of vitality and energy, and even

some loss of muscle coordination (p. 6). Gensemer went on to explain that

some psychotherapists have used this connection in their therapy; physical

expression has been successfully used in clinical therapy for maladjusted

children and patients in mental hospitals, and dance has proven to be helpful

for emotionally disturbed and autistic children (1979, pp. 6-8).
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Movement and the Mind-Body Relationship

A commonly addressed consideration of movement and the body's

effects on the mind, in current literature, is that of the senses and their

influence on our experiences and perceptions. Catherine Nadon-Gabrion

addressed this issue when she wrote, "the process of learning involves all

those experiences - hearing, seeing, feeling - on which "knowing" is based.

The child who has learned "how it feels" or "sounds" or "looks" will

remember these... because they came through meaningful experiences"

(1984, p. 339).

An article addressing the use of all the senses and the mind-body

relationship was written by Bressan and Ulrich entitled, "A Profoundly

Moving Experience" (1983). They considered the common relationship

between the mind and body in children, adolescence, and on to adulthood.

Bressan and Ulrich feel there is knowledge that can only be obtained through

movement, and that in most cases movement is beneficial to the learning

experience. Their feeling was that others may try to explain the feelings and

experiences of skiing, or mastering algebra, or learning to play the piano, or

becoming relaxed and calm to deliver a speech, but that knowledge will only

be obtained by doing, feeling, and experiencing (p.19).

The History of Movement Education

There have been a number books written on the topic of movement

education and many related studies. Every study referenced in this research

was specific to elementary school and did not discuss specific applications

beyond junior high. However, many articles made references to the fact that
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movement used in education does not have to be limited to the elementary

level and has potential benefits from application at any grade level. There are

a number of other areas in which movement education has already proven

beneficial, as indicated in Gensemer's book, Movement Education (1979, p.

17). Gensemer's summary:

. . . movement education programs have been shown to be
effective in promoting the development of general cognitive
abilities (Davis 1977) and increased academic performance
(Anthony 1971), in the teaching of reading (Getman 1971) and
mathematics (Gilbert 1977), in promoting self-awareness
(Snodgrass 1977) and self-discipline (Arnett 1976), in fostering
positive self-images (Block 1977), in generating an ability for
conceptual thinking (Gilbert 1977), in teaching sports skills
(Dochtery 1976), in assisting the general motor development of
learning-disabled children (Taylor 1974), in aiding speech
development for deaf persons (McDermott 1973), in cultivating
motoric and cognitive abilities with mentally handicapped people
(Robins 1972), and as a means for facilitating the integration of
handicapped children into regular classes (Baker 1973).

Gensemer argued that there is nothing mystical about the benefits of

movement education: "All messages go to the brain and all brain affairs are

reflected in the body" (p. 18).

Movement education has been influential and beneficial to a wide range of

areas of study, over a long period of time. Movement was an important

consideration to the Greek and Roman civilizations (Fowler, 1981). To the

early Greek civilization, skills in physical activities were imperative for

survival in both peace and war, and for participation in the traditional

gymnastic contests and religious festivals since 776 B. C., the date of the

first ancient Olympic Games (p. 8). Education for the Athenians meant"the

harmony of mental, physical, aesthetic and moral development" (p. 8).

Throughout the centuries of decline, Greek learning continued and its
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popularity was widespread. After Rome conquered Greece in 146 B.C.,

"Greek culture flowed into Roman civilization and when the Roman Empire

was broken up by the barbarians, the Greek influence remained in the Eastern

Empire," and was carried on through civilizations to follow (p. 9). Fowler

argued that the Greek influence in Roman life was clear: physical activities

were directed to the training of the superior soldier (p. 10).

The specific study as it is known today and the title "Movement

Education" were essentially established around the late 1930's, according to

John S. Fowler in his book, Movement Education (1981). It began in

England under the influence of Rudolf Laban (p. 22). Laban developed a

method for exploring movement factors and increasing "body awareness."

He was extremely influential in England, and soon acquired a strong

following of instructors for his methods and beliefs, and their influence in

turn led to widespread applications of his work, mainly in gymnastics,

games, and recreation (p. 23).

Fowler reported that many of these ideas evolved into a system of what

was called "open" education in the English school, which was a strong

contrast to the traditional educational style in England. This system involved

a less structured organization in the classrooms, and a new acceptance of

creativity and individuality in the students. Larger rooms were provided

where a number of activities could take place simultaneously. For example

some students could be finishing a math session, while others were reading,

and still others busy creating art. Desks and tables were arranged in different

patterns, and the children moved throughout the room for different activities

throughout the day. There were often large spaces for two or more separate

classes to come together and be taught by two or more instructors. This

system, allowing more freedom and creativity, met with wide acceptance
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despite the sharp contrast to the traditional system (Fowler, 1981 p. 24).

American teachers began attending Anglo-American workshops in Physical

Education held in England, where movement education workshops were

frequently included. Teachers in many countries began to experiment with

these basic concepts, and new implementations of movement education

evolved. "Some teachers have utilized these concepts only with the primary

grades and for short periods of time while others see movement education as

a complete approach for all grade levels" (p. 25).
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III METHODS AND PROCEDURES

The method used for this research was empirical. The basic format of the

study was the use of experimental groups compared to control groups to

determine the effects of the deep breathing and relaxation activity. The

research was conducted during the Fall and Winter quarters of the academic

year 1989-90 at Oregon State University, and involved 10 sections of

Informative Speaking. This course is one of two offered by the Department

of Speech Communication and counts toward fulfillment of the

communication skills requirement of all university students. The study

involved six sections of the informative speaking course during the fall term

1989, and four sections during the winter term of 1990. Early in each term

the course sections were pretested to determine communication apprehension

(PRCA) levels. Throughout the term the experimental groups engaged in an

activity of stretching and deep breathing at the start of every class during

which students were scheduled to give presentations. The activity was four

to six minutes long; a period of time which could be incorporated into an oral

presentation class. At the end of the term both groups again were tested with

the PRCA and a survey designed specifically for this research to test for both

feelings of the subjects with regard to group cohesiveness and attentiveness

in class, the Cohesiveness and Attentiveness Tests (CAT). The PRCA

responses were used to answer the question, will stretching, relaxation, and

deep breathing exercises prior to the public speaking experience reduce the

level of communication apprehension in beginning public speaking students?

The CAT responses were analyzed to answer the question; will the activity
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increase the students' feelings of cohesiveness and their level of

attentiveness.

Instruments

Personal Report of Communication Apprehension (PRCA)

McCroskey's Personal Report of Communication Apprehension (1982),

was used in this study. The test is designed to measure trait communication

apprehension in interpersonal, group, classroom and public settings. There

are 24 statements which refer to the feelings a person may have in any one of

those four communication situations. The test taker is asked to respond to

each item on a five point scale: strongly agree, agree, undecided, disagree,

strongly disagree. The only items analyzed were those concerned with the

respondent's feelings about public speaking. The last six questions on the

PRCA specifically address public speaking situations. A copy of the PRCA

can be found in Appendix B.

Scoring the PRCA-24

Each sub-test of the PRCA can be scored individually or a

communication apprehension whole-test score across situations can be

determined. Questions 19 through 24 are related to public speaking.

McCroskey's scoring formula for the public speaking sub-score is: 18 +

scores for items 19, 21, and 23; - scores for items 20, 22, and 24. For each

individual the score can range from 6 to 30, thus the most confident person

would have a score of 6, while the most apprehensive person would score

30. The lowest and highest scores are derived in these ways: 18 + 15 (max

+) = 33 - 3 (min -) = 30; 18 + 3 (min +) = 21 - 15 (max -) = 6.
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Development of the Cohesiveness and Attentiveness Test

Tests of cohesiveness and attentiveness were constructed for this study.

Three professors with competence in psychological test construction agreed

to serve on an item judging panel: Dr. Michael Beach ley, Director of

Academic Counseling in Intercollegiate Athletics, Dr. James Firth,

Department of Guidance and Counseling, and Dale Simmons, Chair of the

Department of Psychology. Forty items were devised by the researcher and

submitted to the members of the panel: twenty items addressed group

cohesiveness and twenty items were about individual attentiveness in class.

The forty items were reviewed on the basis of clarity and suitability. There

were eleven items related to cohesiveness and nine items related to

attentiveness which all three members of the panel agreed should be included

in the final survey. The test taker is asked to respond to a six point scale:

strongly, moderately, and slightly agree and disagree, with no neutral or

middle position.

Scoring the CAT

The first 11 items on the instrument are related to group cohesiveness,

and the last nine questions are about student attentiveness in class. Seven of

the 11 questions about cohesiveness are worded so that an agree response

represents positive feelings of cohesiveness, and the other four questions are

worded so that an agree response represents negative feelings of

cohesiveness. Among the nine questions that address attentiveness there are

five questions that are worded so that an agree response represents feelings
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of attentiveness. The other four questions are worded so that agree

responses represent a lack of attentiveness.

The responses to each of the positively worded questions were scored 1

for "strongly agree" and 6 for "strongly disagree," the responses to

negatively worded questions were reversed. The possible range of scores on

the cohesiveness test was 11 to 66, while the possible range of scores on the

attentiveness test was 9 to 54. The CAT items are listed in Appendix C, with

positive and negative direction of the items noted with a "+" and "-."

CAT Internal Reliability

The internal reliability of the CAT was determined based on 79 student

responses using the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 (Edwards, 1970, pp.

18-20). The alpha coefficient of internal consistency for the cohesiveness

subsection of the CAT was found to be .77, and for the attentiveness

subsection was found to be .80. These numbers resulted from a calculation

based on 79 experimental group responses. The CAT items can be found in

Appendix C.

Procedures

Matching Sections Criteria

The potential effects of differences in teaching style on the results of the

study were controlled by designating one of the two sections taught by an

instructor as experimental, and the other control. That is, when possible the

same instructor was used for both the experimental and control group.
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However, one graduate student taught two experimental sections and another

taught two sections which served as the control for those two experimental

sections, as described in the following section. The possible differences in

student responses due to the time of the class was controlled by selecting

both morning and afternoon experimental and control sections.

Fall Term Sections and Instructors

There were six sections taught by three male graduate instructors Fall

term: there was a 7:30 a.m. experimental group and control group, a 10:30

a.m. experimental group and control group, a 1:30 p.m. control group and a

2:30 p.m. experimental group. All six classes met for fifty minutes three

times a week on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. The same instructor

was assigned two experimental groups, 7:30 and 10:30 a.m., because the

other instructor could not be contacted for approval to participate in an

experimental section. However, the two were perceived to have quite similar

personal and teaching styles, (Sam Lapray and John Tremeroli). The syllabi

and course schedules for these four sections were essentially the same, and

many of the class activities were the same. In every other case the same

instructor taught both an experimental and a control group sections. The 1:30

control group and the 2:30 experimental group in the Fall term of 1989 were

taught by another graduate instructor, (David Brandenberg). Size was the

determining factor for the sections selected as experimental or control for the

1:30 and 2:30 sections: the former had 24 students enrolled, while the later

had only 15 students enrolled; five minutes out of every speaking day in a

class with 24 students would have been difficult at best.
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Winter Term Sections and Instructors

During the winter term there were four sections taught by female graduate

instructors involved in the study. Also, two sections which met on Tuesdays

and Thursdays were included. The two Tuesday and Thursday sections were

taught by the same graduate instructor (Kathy Whittaker): her 9:00 a.m.

class was designated as experimental and her 10:30 a.m. class served as

control, with schedule convenience the determining factor in experimental

and control group designation for these two sections. A 2:30 p.m. Monday,

Wednesday and Friday section (control) followed by a 3:30 p.m. section

(experimental) were taught by the same graduate instructor (Kathy

Whittaker). Schedule convenience was again the determining factor in

experimental and control group designation.

Control and Experimental Group Consistency

The experimental variable was designed as a total group stretching and

deep breathing routine which lasted approximately five minutes. It was done

at the beginning of classes on the days that students were scheduled to

present speeches. All the students in the class were encouraged to participate

in the routine.

Other considerations, attempting to insure consistency, were physical

environment and meeting times. All the courses met in the same building,

where the rooms are about the same size and have a similar appearance.

These rooms are the same color, and have a similar structure with regard to

windows, blackboards and seating arrangements. The meeting times were

controlled by the sections chosen for participation in the study. All of the

instructors involved in the study were asked to treat the experimental and

control groups as similarly as possible throughout the term.
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The Activity Leaders

The experimental activity was led by two people: the researcher led three

of the five experimental groups, and the remaining two were led by another

graduate instructor. Once the entire activity was designed the routine was

rehearsed for several hours to insure consistency and similarity. The attempt

was to achieve consistency in movements, attitude, and duration of activity.

Consistency also included similar dress: workout style clothing was worn

during the fall term and casual street clothing was worn during the winter

term.

Pre- Posttest Schedules

The students in the experimental groups were informed that their

participation was voluntary. They were asked to write the last four digits of

their social security numbers on the survey, which would allow matching of

test results, and they were told there would be no attempt to identify

individuals. The students were told that they were involved in a study for a

Master's thesis, that they would be engaging in an activity throughout the

term, and that they would be pre- and posttested in order to compare their

responses to a control group that did not engage in the activity. The control

groups were given the pre- and posttests on the same days as the

experimental groups. They were told that they were serving as a control

group in a Master's thesis study and that their responses would be compared

to those of students who engaged in an activity during the term. They were

also informed that their participation in completing the questionnaires was

voluntary.
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Comparisons Made

The results of the PRCA were analyzed to determine possible groups

differences in pretest scores and in change from pre- to posttest scores

between combined and individual experimental and control groups, females

and males, lower classmen and upperclassmen, and between experimental

groups led by different activity leaders. The various group comparisons

were made using the two CAT scores, except that the CAT were posttest

scores only. The year in college based on hours completed and the gender

of each subject came from the roll sheets provided by the instructor. If a

name could be either female or male the instructor was consulted.

Subjects

The subjects were enrolled in the Informative Speaking course, Speech

112, which fulfills a general education requirement at Oregon State

University. Each term there are approximately thirty sections of the course

offered, with approximately 21 students enrolled in each section. There is

one syllabus used for all the sections so that all assignments, exams, and

readings are the same. There are four speeches assigned each term as well as

a midterm which covers the text and a final which is a critical analysis of an

informative presentation.

The number of subjects in each course that responded to the instruments

used ranged from eight to nineteen. All together the five sections used as

control groups had 79 students that completed both the pre- and posttest of

the PRCA, and 67 students that responded to the CAT. In the experimental
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groups there were 65 subjects who took both the pre- and posttest of the

PRCA, and 79 students who responded to the CAT.

Gender Differences

Among the subjects that completed both the pre- and posttest of the

PRCA, there were 41 females in control groups and 38 males in control

groups, and 39 females in experimental groups and 28 males in experimental

groups. There were 34 females and 29 males in control groups, and 36

females and 34 males in experimental groups who completed the CAT.

Class Standing Differences

The subjects were also divided into two groups for grade level analysis,

with freshmen and sophomore students becoming one group and junior and

senior students becoming another group. There were 59 freshmen and

sophomore students and 20 junior and senior students in control groups, and

55 freshmen and sophomore students and 12 junior and senior students in

experimental groups who responded to both the pre- and posttest of the

PRCA. Among the students who responded to the CAT, there were 49

freshmen and sophomore students and 14 junior and senior students in

control groups, and 59 freshmen and sophomore students and 11 junior and

senior students in experimental groups.

Activity Leader Differences

The last comparison was made between the subjects in experimental

groups who were led in the experimental activity by the two different activity
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leaders. There were 25 subjects in the experimental groups led by Zach and

41 subjects in the experimental groups led by Hitchcock.

Data Analysis Techniques

The following statistical treatments were used in analyzing the data:

analysis of variance (Gay, 1987, p. 405-409), and t-techniques for

independent and nonindependent groups (Gay, 1987, p. 399-405; Cohen &

Holliday, 1982, p. 230-233). The statistical procedures were implemented

by programming the equations into Microsoft's Excel spreadsheet program,

and by referring to standard tables (Gay, 1987, p. 539-539) for probability

levels.

Self Report Study

In addition to determining whether or not the activity affected the

subjects' PRCA and CAT scores, an open comment response sheet was

given to the subjects in the experimental groups during the winter term after

the PRCA and CAT had been completed. The concern at that point was

whether the instruments selected were reflecting the effects of the

experimental treatment: where there issues or feelings untapped by the

PRCA and CAT instruments? For a different perspective, a questionnaire

was utilized as a means to obtain some qualitative data to add to the

quantitative results. The questionnaire created was an exploratory, open

comment survey. The subjects received a half sheet of paper with the

following written at the top: "Please take a few moments to record your
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feelings about the stretching and deep breathing exercise you participated in

this term. Your opinions are greatly appreciated!"
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IV. RESULTS

The purpose of this study was to test the following three hypotheses:

1) A stretching and deep breathing activity will decrease the students' level of

CA in a public speaking situation.

2) The activity will increase the students' feelings of group cohesiveness.

3) The activity will increased the students' level of attentiveness in class.

The results will be reported in four sections. The first section will be a

consideration of the PRCA pretest scores to determine whether groups began

at similar starting points. Second, consideration of the hypotheses; whether

the findings from the Personal Report of Communication Apprehension

(PRCA-24) supported hypothesis 1, and whether the Cohesiveness and

Attentiveness Tests (CAT) supported the second and third hypotheses. The

third section will be a consideration of the incidental findings from both the

PRCA and the CAT with regard to gender, class standing, and activity leader

influence comparisons. The final section will report the findings from the

questionnaire given to the experimental groups during the winter term with

respect to their feelings toward the experimental activity.

For the purpose of data analysis, each experimental and control group

pair involved in the study has been given a number. The designated number

and a description of each class is listed below. The "E" denotes an

experimental group and the "C" a control group.

lE = Fall term,7:30 am section (Instructor: Lapray).

1C = Fall term, 7:30 am section (Instructor: Tremeroli).

2E = Fall term,10:30 am section (Instructor: Lapray).
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2C = Fall term, 10:30 am section (Instructor: Tremeroli).

3E = Fall term, 2:30 pm section (Instructor: Brandenberg).

3C = Fall term, 3:30 pm section (Instructor: Brandenberg).

4E = Winter term, 9:00 am section (Instructor: Whittaker).

4C = Winter term, 10:30 am section (Instructor: Whittaker).

SE = Winter term, 3:30 pm section (Instructor: Layport).

5C = Winter term, 2:30 pm section (Instructor: Layport).

Groups 4E and 4C were Tuesday and Thursday sections while all the others

were Monday, Wednesday and Friday sections.

Pretest Scores

Pretest Scores Within Control and Experimental Groups

A one way analysis of variance was run on the five experimental pretest

scores and again on the five control group pretest scores. The ANOVA

results are reported in Table 1. As shown in the table the difference between

the pretest scores of the five experimental groups was not significant, (F =

1.24). The five control groups also showed no significant difference within

pretest scores (F = 2.02).

TABLE 1: Analysis of Variance of the PRCA Pretest Scores for the
Experimental Groups and Control Groups
Source of Variation df SS MS

Control Groups
41 00.02 25.01Between

1.24 Non
Within 61 1225.74 20.09

E xperimental Groins
Between 4 158.96 39.74

2.02 Non
Within 7 4 1452.56 19.63
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Pretest Scores Comparison

The control groups were compared with their experimental group

counterparts on pretest PRCA scores to determine if the groups were

matched (see Table 2). While group lE indicated a tendency toward higher

PRCA scores than group 1C, there were no significant differences between

experimental and control groups for groups 1 through 4. However, group

5C scored significantly higher on the PRCA than group 5E. A comparison

of the total control group mean - all five group scores- combined - with the

total experimental group yielded no significant difference. Standard deviation

and standard error for all the PRCA pretest scores compared, between all the

subgroups, are listed in Appendix D List 1.

TABLE 2: t-Test
Pretest CA Mean

Comparison of Control and Experimental Group's
Scores.

Group Control Experimental Difference d f t P

1 19.76 22.31 2.54 28 1.78 <.10
2 21.14 21.41 0.27 29 0.16 Non
3 20.00 19.00 1.00 25 0.44 Non
4 21.93 21.92 0.02 25 0.01 Non
5 23.71 19.56 4.15 28 2.96 <.01

ALL 21.18 20.94 0.24 143 0.32 Non

Hypotheses Relevant Data Analysis

All fmdings relevant to the hypotheses are described in this section,

together with analyses to determine differences between the groups before

treatment, if any.
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Hypothesis 1, the Results of the PRCA

The results of the PRCA pre- and posttest for both experimental and

control groups are presented here. Each experimental group and its

counterpart control group has been compared both for initial scores on the

PRCA and for relative changes in PRCA scores. The PRCA pre- and

posttest scores for each section are listed in Table 3, as well as the t-test data

for each comparison. The PRCA pre- and posttest standard deviations for

every subgroup and standard error for the differences from pre- to posttests

are listed in Appendix D Lists 1,2 and 3.

TABLE 3:t-Test Comparison of Pre- to Posttest CA Scores for Each
Class Section, and Total Ex rimental and Control Groups.

Group Pretest Posttest Difference df t P

lE 22.31 17.46 4.85 12 4.03 <.005
2E 21.41 19.00 2.41 16 2.71 <.01

3E 19.00 18.00 1.00 7 0.77 Non
4E 21.92 20.42 1.50 11 0.97 Non
5E 19.56 17.38 2.19 15 2.60 <.01

ALL E 20.94 18.44 2.50 65 4.89 <.0005
1C 19.76 16.88 2.88 16 2.77 <.01

2C 21.14 16.86 4.29 13 5.22 <.0005
3C 20.00 18.84 1.16 18 1.23 Non
4C 21.93 18.87 3.07 14 1.86 <.05

5C 23.71 22.43 1.29 13 0.80 Non
ALL C 21.18 18.71 2.47 78 4.48 <.0005

Pre- to Posttest Comparisons Between Control and Experimental Groups

The pre- to posttest t test analysis for the 10 sections, the five

experimental and control pairs, total experimental combined followed by total

control, are reported in Table 3. Three of the five experimental groups' pre-
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to posttest differences were significant as predicted (1, 2, and 5). The total

experimental group's PRCA difference between pretest and posttest scores

was also significant in the predicted direction. However, because past

research has consistently demonstrated that speaking alone will decrease

communication anxiety over the course of the academic term, the control

groups and total control groups differences from pre- to posttest scores were

also analyzed (also shown in Table 3). Three of the five control groups'

differences were significant (1, 2, and 4). The greatest pre- to posttest mean

score difference was a control group (2C with P > .0005). The combined

control group had pre- to posttest score differences which were significant.

The mean difference and t value for the total experimental and control groups

are virtually the same. These analyses therefore, lend no support for the first

hypothesis.

Since it has been shown in previous research that speaking itself will

lower CA , it was not surprising to find the control group PRCA posttest

scores significantly lower than pretest scores. However, if the treatment has

power it should lower CA scores even more. This test is done by comparing

pre- to posttest differences of experimental and control groups, with these

data reported in Table 4. Of the four experimental and control pairs

compared (groups 5E and 5C were excluded from this comparison) only one

group was significantly different at the .05 level: group 4C had an average

decrease of 1.57 points more than group 4E. The other three pairs showed

no significant difference between the experimental and control groups.

Likewise the total experimental and control groups showed almost identical

decreases in PRCA scores. Standard deviations for differences between pre-

to posttest scores of control and experimental groups, and standard error of
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the differences between control and experimental groups are listed in

Appendix D List 2.

TABLE 4: t-Test of PRCA Differences From Pre- to Posttest of Control
Grou s Com i ared to Ex s erimental Grou s

Group Control Experimental Difference df t P

1 2.88 4.85 1.96 2 8 1.24 Non
2 4.29 2.41 1.87 2 9 1.52 <.10
3 1.16 1.00 0.16 25 0.09 Non
4 3.07 1.50 1.57 2 5 1.75 <.05

5 1.29 2.19 0.90 28 1.40 <.10

ALL 2.47 2.50 0.03 1 43 0.04 Non

Hypothesis 2, Results of the Cohesiveness Section of the CAT

The results of the CAT for both experimental and control groups are

presented in the following section. The first consideration of the results will

be a comparison between the experimental/control groups, as well as average

scores for entire experimental and control groups.

A Comparison of Cohesiveness Mean Scores Between Control and
Experimental Groups

Comparisons between the experimental and control groups revealed no

significant differences between the experimental and control groups on

cohesiveness scores (Table 5). Three control groups (1, 3 & 5) scored

higher on cohesiveness questions than their matched experimental groups,

but there were no significant differences among them. Even though three of

the control groups scored higher on the cohesiveness questions than the

experimental group, the total experimental group's cohesiveness mean score
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was slightly higher than the total control group's mean score. The most

important finding was that there were no significant differences in

cohesiveness levels based on the CAT scores between the combined averages

of experimental groups and control groups, as shown in Tables 5. The

standard deviation of cohesiveness scores and standard error of the difference

between group, is listed in Appendix D, List 4.

TABLE 5: t-Test Comparison of Mean Cohesiveness Scores Between
Control and Ex erimental Grou s
Group Control Experimental Difference d f

1 31.92 30.70 1.22 31 0.44 Non
2 23.60 26.31 2.71 2 9 1.10 Non
3 30.07 26.90 3.17 2 2 1.10 Non
4 29.75 27.29 2.46 2 4 0.75 Non
5 27.15 30.32 3.17 3 0 1.08 Non

ALL 28.36 28.63 0.27 144 0.21 Non

A Comparison of Attentiveness Mean Scores Between Control and
Experimental Groups

When the mean attentiveness scores of control and experimental groups

were considered, there was only one difference that was found to be

significant (P < .05): group 3C scored 18.00 mean points on attentiveness

which was 6.50 mean points higher than 3E (see Table 6). There were three

experimental groups (1, 4 & 5) that scored higher on the attentiveness section

than their respective control groups, but the differences were not significant.

The combined control group's average on the attentiveness questions was

somewhat higher than the experimental group's average, even though three

of the experimental groups scored higher in response to the attentiveness

questions, with group 3E significantly higher (P > .05). The main point here
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is that there were no significant differences found in attentiveness levels

according to the CAT scores between the experimental and control groups

(see Table 6). Standard deviation of attentiveness scores and standard error

of the difference between groups is listed in Appendix D, List 6.

TABLE 6: t-Test Comparison of Mean Attentiveness Scores Between
Control and Ex ,erimental Grou
Group Control Experimental Difference d f t

1 23.38 24.45 1.07 3 1 0.42 Non
2 19.47 17.75 1.72 2 9 1.03 Non
3 31.00 24.50 6.50 22 1.79 <.05
4 20.42 21.29 0.87 24 0.33 Non
5 26.08 27.42 1.34 30 0.39 Non

ALL 24.09 23.25 0.84 144 0.61 Non

Incidental Findings

The results of both the PRCA and the CAT were considered with regard

to gender and class standing differences, and with regard to any differences

found between the experimental activity leaders.

Females Compared to Males

Females' and Males' scores on the PRCA

There was a highly significant reduction (P < .005) in PRCA levels

among females and males in both control and experimental from pre- to

posttest scores, as seen in Table 7. As seen in Table 7 the pretest scores

varied less than one (.97) across all four female and male groups.
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TABLE 7: t-Test Comparison of Mean PRCA Pre- to Posttest Score
Differences Amon Females and Males
Group Pretest Posttest Difference df t P
Female E 21.08 18.64 2.44 38 3.44 <.005
Female C 21.54 19.68 1.85 40 3.57 <.0005
Male E 20.57 18.04 2.54 27 3 .56 <.005
Male C 20.79 17.66 3.13 37 3.14 <.005

To determine possible gender differences within each group,

comparisons were made between control and experimental groups on both

the pretest scores and the pre- to posttest change in scores (Table 8). Once

those figures were determined the males and females in control groups were

compared as well as the females and males in experimental groups (Table 9).

The average pretest scores of females in control groups were not found to

be significantly different than the pretest averages of females in experimental

groups, and the same was found between the average pretest scores of males

in experimental and control groups (Table 8). There were no significant

differences in reduction of PRCA scores between females in control and

experimental groups and there were also no significant differences between

males in control and experimental groups (Table 8).

TABLE 8: t-Test Comparison of Mean PRCA Pretest Scores and Pre-
to Posttest Score Differences of Females and Males in Control and
Experimental Groups

Group Control
Mean Pretest Scores

Experimental Difference df t P

Female 21.54 21.08 0.46 7 6 0.43 Non
Male 20.79 20.57 0.22 62 0.21 Non
Mean Pretest to Posttest Score Differences
Female 1.85 2.44 0.58 76 0.67 Non
Male 3.13 2.54 0.60 62 0.45 Non
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Finding no significant differences between the female and male groups on

pretest scores, the next task was to look for differences between pre- and

posttest PRCA scores for females and males. Although males in control

groups showed a greater reduction in PRCA scores from pre- to posttests

than females, the difference was not found to be significant (Table 9). The

drop in PRCA scores of the females and males in experimental groups was

essentially the same (D = .10). Standard deviation and standard error related

to these female and male's PRCA score comparisons are listed in Appendix

D, List 3.

TABLE 9: t-Test Comparison of Mean PRCA Pretest Scores and Pre-
to Posttest Score Differences Between Females and Males in
Experimental Groups and Between Females and Males in Control
Groups

Group Female Male Difference df
Mean Pretest Scores
Experimental 21.08 20.57 0.51 63 0.73 Non

Control 21 .54 20.79 0.75 75 0.45 Non
Mean Pretest to Posttest Score differences
Experimental 2.44 2.54 0.10 63 0.10 Non

Control 1.85 3.13 1.28 75 1.16 Non

Gender Differences on the CAT Scores

Gender Comparison of Control and Experimental Group CAT Scores

Females in experimental groups compared with females in control groups

revealed that the experimental groups had slightly higher cohesiveness scores

(D = .08) as seen in Table 10. The women in control groups scored 3.7

mean points higher than the women in experimental groups on the
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attentiveness test, which was significant (P < .05). When the males in

experimental groups and the males in control groups were compared, it was

revealed that the experimental groups scored higher on both the cohesiveness

and attentiveness questions, but neither of the differences were found to be

significant. These data are reported in Table 10. Standard deviations for the

gender groups are listed in Appendix D; List 4 shows standard deviations on

cohesiveness scores and List 6 shows standard deviations for attentiveness

scores.

TABLE 10: t-Test Comparison of Cohesiveness Scores and
Attentiveness Scores Between Females in Control and Experimental
and Between Males in Control and Experimental Groups

Group Control Experimental
Cohesiveness Scores

Difference df t

Female 28.06 28.14 0.08 6 4 0.04 Non
Male 28.97 30.21 1.24 61 0.64 Non

Attentiveness Scores
Female 26.06 22.36 3.70 6 4 1.87 <.05

Male 22.72 25.32 2.60 6 1 1.30 <.10

The CAT Scores of Females and Males in Control and Experimental

Groups

Males scored higher than females in both experimental and control groups

for both cohesiveness and attentiveness, except the control group females

which showed higher attentiveness levels than the control group males.

However the t values showed the differences were not significant, reported in

Table 11. Standard deviations and standard errors related to comparisons of

female and male cohesiveness scores are listed in Appendix D, List 5.
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TABLE 11: t-Test Comparison of Cohesiveness and Attentiveness
Scores Between Females and Males in Experimental Groups and
Between Females and Males in Control Groups
CAT Section Group Female Male Difference df t P

Cohesiveness Exp 28.14 30.21 2.07 6 8 1.06 Non
Control 28.06 28.97 0.91 61 0.46 Non

Attentiveness Exp 22.36 25.32 2.96 6 8 1.49 <.10
Control 26.06 22.72 3.34 61 1.68 <.10

Freshmen and Sophomores Compared to Juniors and Seniors

Class Standing Differences in PRCA Scores

Communication anxiety as measured by the PRCA based on class

standing was explored by comparing the scores of freshmen and sophomore

students to those of juniors and seniors. The subjects were divided into sub-

groups of freshman and sophomore students, and junior and senior students.

Again there were comparisons made within each group with respect to

pretests and change from pre- to posttests.

Pretest Scores

The pretests of the freshmen/sophomore students in experimental and

control groups were almost identical (D = .02), as Table 12 reveals. While

the junior/senior subjects' pretest scores in experimental groups indicated less

apprehension than those in control groups, there was not a significant

difference between the two groups.
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TABLE 12: t-Test Comparison of Mean PRCA Pretest Scores Between
Freshmen / Sophomore Students and Junior/Senior Students

Group Control Experimental Difference d f t

Fresh/Soph 21.42 21.40 0.02 110 0.03 Non
Junior/Senior20.45 18.42 2.03 2 8 1.24 Non

Pre- to Posttest Change

The most significant change from pre- to posttest scores occurred within

the freshmen/sophomore students in experimental groups (t = 4.77, P <

.0005), and the smallest change occurred among junior/senior students in

experimental groups (t = 1.36), as seen in Table 13. Another factor to note is

the number of students in each of the subgroups; there were four times as

many freshmen and sophomore students as there were junior and senior

students.

TABLE 13: t-Test Comparisons of PRCA Pre- to Posttest Score
Differences of Freshmen/Sophomore and Junior/Senior Students in
Control and Experimental Groups.

Group Pretest Posttest Difference d f t P

Fresh/Soph E 2 1.4 0 18.73 2.67 54 4 . 77 <.0005
Fresh/Soph C 21.42 19.56 1.86 58 3.20 <.005

Junior/Senior E 18.42 16.83 1.58 11 1.36 . 10
Junior/Senior C 20 . 45 16.20 4.25 19 3.32 <.005

Despite the freshmen/sophomore experimental group's large reduction in

mean PRCA scores, it was not significantly greater than the reduction in the

freshmen/sophomore control group. There were also no significant

differences found between the junior/senior experimental and control group's

reduction in PRCA scores, as reported in Table 14.
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TABLE 14: t-Test Comparison of Mean PRCA Pre- to Posttest Score
Differences Between Freshmen/Sophomore Students in Control and
Experimental Groups and Between Junior/Senior Students in Control.
and Ex erimental Grou s s.

Group Control Experimental Difference d f t P
Fresh/Soph 1.86

Junior/Senior 4.25
2.67
1.58

0.81
2.67

110
2 8

1.00
1.41

Non
<.10

Freshmen and Sophomore Students Compared to Junior and Senior

Students

Table 15 reports the PRCA pretest scores of freshmen/sophomore

students in experimental groups were significantly (.025 level) higher,

indicating more anxiety than the junior/senior students in experimental

groups. Freshmen/sophomore control groups and junior/senior control

groups began the term with virtually identical mean scores on their pretests

(21.40 and 21.42). Despite the freshmen/sophomore experimental group's

more apprehensive pretest scores than the junior/senior experimental group,

the change both groups reported from pre- to posttest scores was not

significantly different (Table 16). The difference in CA level decrease as

measured by the PRCA scores between the freshmen/sophomore control

group and the junior/senior control group was significant at the .05 level,

with the junior/senior control group showing a 2.39 point larger reduction in

CA (t = 1.913) as seen in Table 16. Standard deviations and standard errors

related to comparisons between freshmen/sophomore and junior/senior

students' PRCA scores are listed in Appendix D, List 3.
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TABLE 15: t-Test Comparison of Mean PRCA Pretest Scores Between
Freshmen/Sophomore and Junior/Senior Students in Experimental
Groups and Between Freshmen/Sophomore and Junior/Senior
Students in Control Grou s

Group Fresh/Soph Junior/Senior Difference df t P

Experimental
Control

21.40
21.42

18.42
20.45

2.98
0.97

6 3
7 5

2.13 <.025
0.83 Non

TABLE 16: t-Test Comparison of PRCA Pre- to Posttest Score
Differences Between Freshmen/Sophomore and Junior/Senior
Students in Experimental Groups and Between
Freshmen/Sophomore and Junior/Senior Students in Control Groups

Group Fresh/Soph Junior/Senior Difference df t P

Experimental 2.67 1.58 1.09 6 3 0.83 Non
Control 1.86 4.25 2.39 75 1.91 <.05

A Comparison of Grade Level Differences (CAT)

The freshmen/sophomore students in control groups and experimental

groups showed similar responses to questions on both cohesiveness (28.24

and 28.80) and attentiveness (23.94 and 23.31). The experimental group

scored slightly higher in response to the cohesiveness questions and the

control groups scored slightly higher on the attentiveness questions (Table

17). The same results were found in a comparison between the junior/senior

students in experimental and control groups. The experimental and control

groups were also similar with respect to cohesiveness (29.29 and 31.00) and

attentiveness (26.57 and 26.45), see Table 17. Standard deviations and

standard error of the differences for class level subgroups are listed in

Appendix D, List 4 for cohesiveness scores, and in Appendix D, List 6 for

attentiveness scores.
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TABLE 17: t-Test Comparison of Mean Cohesiveness Scores and
Attentiveness Scores Between Freshmen/Sophomore Students in
Control and Experimental Groups and Between Junior/Senior
Students in Control and Ex erimental Grou s

Group
Cohesiveness

Control Experimental
Scores

Difference d f

Fresh/Soph 28.24 28.80 0.56 106 0.37 Non
Junior/Senior 29.29 31.00 1.71 2 2 0.48 Non
Attentiveness Scores

Fresh/Soph 23.94 23.31 0.63 10 6 0.43 Non
Junior/Senior 26.57 26.45 0.12 2 2 0.03 Non

Freshmen and Sophomore Students' CAT Scores Compared with Junior
and Senior Students' Scores in Experimental and Control Groups

The junior/senior experimental group students consistently scored higher

on both attentiveness (D = 3.14) and cohesiveness (D = 2.20 than the

experimental freshmen/sophomore students, but the differences were not

significant (Table 18). The same results were obtained in the comparison of

the junior/senior students in control groups to freshmen/sophomore students

in control groups. As Table 18 indicates the junior/senior students were

slightly more cohesive (D = 1.05) and more attentive (D = 2.63), but neither

of the differences were significant, see Table 18. Standard deviations and

standard errors related to comparisons between freshmen/sophomore and

junior/senior students' scores on the cohesiveness scores are listed in

Appendix D, List 5 and on Attentiveness scores in Appendix D, List 7.
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TABLE 18: t-Test Comparisons of Mean Cohesiveness and
Attentiveness CAT Scores Between Freshmen/Sophomore and
Junior/Senior Students in Control and Exerimental Grou es
CAT Section Group
Diff. df t

Fresh/Soph Junior/Senior

Cohesiveness Exp 28.80 31.00 2.20 6 8 0.82 Non
Control 28.24 29.29 1.05 61 0.44 Non

Attentiveness Exp 23.31 26.45 3.14 6 8 1.15 <.10
Control 23.94 26.57 2.63 61 1.09 Non

Difference Between Activity Leaders

The possible difference in influence of the two different people who

conducted the breathing and stretching regimen was analyzed. The two

people who lead the experimental treatment were Anne Zach (A.Z.) and this

researcher, Romi Hitchcock (R.H.). Ms. Zach was the activity leader for

two of the groups, 1E and 4E, and Ms. Hitchcock led the other three groups,

2E, 3E, and 5E.

Comparison of Different Activity Leaders' Groups' PRCA Scores

Zach's groups combined had a higher average pretest PRCA score than

Hitchcock's combined average, but the difference was not significant at the

.05 level, as shown in Table 19. Both of the groups had significant

reductions in PRCA scores as reported in Table 20. When the change from

pre- to posttest PRCA scores were considered for each group, the difference

was not found to be significant (Table 19). Relative standard deviations and

standard error of the differences of activity leaders' groups' PR CA scores are

listed in Appendix D, List 1 and 2.
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TABLE 19: t-Test Comparison of Different Activity Leader Groups on
Mean PRCA Pretest Scores and PRCA Pre- to Posttest Score
Differences

Group R.H. A.Z. Difference d f t P

Pretest
CA Drop

20.22
2.05

22.12
3.24

1.90
1.19

64
6 4

1.68
1.13

<.10
Non

TABLE 20:
PRCA Pre-

t-Test Comparison of Different Activity Leader Groups on
to Posttest Scores, of Experimental Groups

Group Pretest Posttest Difference df t P

R.H.
A.Z.

20.22
22.12

18.17
18.88

2.05
3.24

4 0
24

3. 74
3.22

<.0005
<.005

Comparison of Experimental Group Differences on CAT Scores as a

Result of the Different Activity Leaders

With regard to both attentiveness and cohesiveness questions. the

subjects in the groups led by Zach scored significantly higher than subjects in

groups led by Hitchcock. Zach's groups showed a cohesiveness mean score

that was 3.71 points higher than Hitchcock's groups: and experimental

groups led by Zach scored 5.22 attentiveness mean points higher than the

groups led by Hitchcock . These data are listed in Table 21. Standard

deviation and standard error for these subgroups are listed in Appendix D,

List 3 for cohesiveness scores and List 4 for attentiveness scores.

TABLE 21: t-Test Comparison of Mean Cohesiveness and
Attentiveness CAT Scores Between the Experimental Groups led in
the Experimental Activity by R.H. and A.Z.
Group R.H. AZ. Difference df t

Cohesiveness 26.80
Attentiveness 20.68

30.51
25.90

3.71
5.22

7 7
7 7

2 .09
2 .86

<.025
<.005
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Qualitative Analysis

There were 16 students who responded to the open ended survey in

group 4E and 13 students who responded to the survey in group SE, for a

total of 29 student responses analyzed. Student responses to the post hoc

survey were content analyzed using empirically derived categories. The

categories emerged from common themes within the student's comments.

The responses fell into five categories: 1) it made me more relaxed, 2) it

made me more attentive, 3) the deep breathing was the most beneficial part,

4) the activity only benefited the first few speakers, 5) it did not help me.

Some of the responses fit into more than one response because the students

could write as much as they liked. Therefore, the total numbers talked about

do not add up to 29.

When the responses were considered as a whole, there was only one

student out of 29 who felt the activity produced no benefits to speaking , two

felt it might help others but not them, and the other 26 students felt they

derived benefits from engaging in the activity. Seventeen claimed that the

activity made them more relaxed, and four felt the exercise would be a

beneficial activity for any day. Two students said they felt more alert, three

said the deep breathing benefited them the most, and the last three claimed the

activity reduced nervousness, released stress, or was simply very helpful.

Five students observed that the activity was more beneficial for the first few

speakers than for the last few.

Among the responses in group 4E there was one student who felt the

activity had no effect on his/her speaking. Nine of the 16 students felt the

activity made them more relaxed, one of them added that it took his/her mind

off nervousness, and another of the nine claimed "maybe it saved me from
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pulling a muscle while walking to the front of the class." Three students in

group 4E claimed they wanted to engage in the activity more than just on

speaking days, and each of them felt the activity was a good exercise for any

day to relieve tensions. Two students felt the activity was effective for

increasing their attentiveness by making them more awake or alert. Two

others felt the deep breathing was the most effective aspect for relieving

stress, and one student felt it was simply a "good idea." There were three

students who mentioned the following qualification: it was only helpful to

the first few speakers who immediately followed the stretching and deep

breathing activity. All three felt they derived immediate relaxation, but while

waiting for their tum to speak there was too much time to get nervous all over

again.

Two of the 13 students who responded from group 5E felt the activity

may have been helpful to others but was not helpful to them. One had a

physical education class directly before speech class, and felt relaxed upon

arrival to class; however the person responded there was a noticeable

difference in the rest of the class. The other student said the activity "may

help some people. . . [but] I would need longer, maybe more physical

stretching." Eight of the 13 respondents said the activity made them feel

more relaxed. Of those eight some additional comments included: a student

mentioned that laughing relieved tension, another mentioned stretching more

because of it, and another claimed "it prepares both my body and my mind. .

.[and] helps me center my concentration on what I'm about to do." Another

student who felt more relaxed as a result of the activity suggested including

mental images as part of the activity to take the focus off the speeches. One

student said the exercise relieved stress, while another reported feeling less

nervous after the activity. Another student claimed the breathing -really
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helped in decreasing anxiety." There were also two students in group 5E

who felt the activity helped the first few speakers significantly more than the

last few speakers. One felt that speaking at the end provided enough time for

all the normal anxieties to return, while the other said, "after the first two

speeches I wasn't that nervous anyway." Three of the students in group 5E

reported that initially they thought the activity was silly, strange, or would

not work, but later realized it was having a positive effect.

One final comment in this regard: one week before the end of the term

the students in both the experimental and control groups were posttested.

Once the posttests were completed the students no longer needed to engage in

the activity. In the last week of classes there was at least one student in every

experimental group who asked their instructor if the class could continue the

stretching and deep breathing exercises on the days that they presented the

last speeches.
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V. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The discussion in this chapter will parallel the analysis chapter. The first

considerations are the results of the PRCA and the Cohesiveness and

Attentiveness tests as they relate to the three hypotheses of this study. The

second consideration is the incidental findings with regard to gender

differences, class standing, and differences between the two activity leader's

influence. Next there are comments on the anecdotal evidence. The final two

sections will be a discussion of the confinements of the study, Study

Postscript, and then implications of the findings for instructors.

There were three hypotheses of this study which were related to the

potential effects of a stretching and deep breathing activity being incorporated

into beginning public speaking classes. These were:

1. The activity would decrease the students' level of CA in a public speaking

situation.

2. The activity would increase the student's feelings of group cohesiveness

in class.

3. The activity would increase the student's level of attentiveness in class.

Hypotheses Related Findings

Hypothesis 1, Results of the Personal Report of Communication
Apprehension

The results of the analysis of PRCA data show no support for hypothesis

1. There was no analysis which showed any significant differences between

the apprehension levels of students in experimental groups and students in

control groups.
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Every group measured in the study showed an average decrease in CA in

the public speaking setting as a result of taking the informative speaking

course. Confirmation of the benefits of a public speaking class, although

proved many times before, is important information for every Department of

Communication Studies, any educational facility offering public speaking

courses, and for all the people who suffer from CA in a public speaking

situation. In this study the average reduction for CA in experimental groups

was 2.50 points and for control groups was 2.47. Obviously, there is no

difference between them. The results indicate that the deep breathing and

stretching activity did not reduce PRCA public speaking scores any more

than the experience of public speaking itself. While the PRCA results did not

support hypothesis 1, there was qualitative evidence which pr( )Vided some

support for the hypotheses.

Hypotheses 2 and 3, the Results of the Cohesiveness and Attentiveness Test

The second two hypotheses of the study were tested on the basis of the

Cohesiveness and Attentiveness Tests (CAT) score comparisons.

Hypothesis 2 states the students will feel more cohesive as a result of the

activity and Hypothesis 3 states they will feel more attentive. The initial

decision to include these two hypotheses was due to the idea that the

stretching and deep breathing activity would engage the subjects in a shared

experience that would also get them moving and participating in class, thus

making them feel more cohesive and more attentive. According to the results

of the CAT, there were few significant differences between the experimental

and control groups with regard to cohesiveness or attentiveness. An

important consideration is whether the Cohesiveness and Attentiveness Tests
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were able to measure the actual effects of the experimental activity on the

subjects. There were qualitative findings which did provide some support

for the 2nd and 3rd hypotheses, as discussed in the Study Postscript section.

There may be difficulty for the instruments to detect differences between the

subgroups due to the variation within groups which was unusually high on

both the cohesiveness and attentiveness tests. This internal variance is listed

in Appendix D Tables 3 and 4, by reporting the standard deviation and

standard error scores. According to Helen Berg, Professor of Statistics,

Oregon State University, when there is high variability within groups and

standard deviation scores are high, it is difficult to detect differences in

comparisons between those groups.

Incidental Findings

Gender Differences

Gender Related Differences on the PRCA

Women are compared with men in most behavioral studies because there

are often many differences. The responses of the men and women in the ten

speech sections included in this study, however, indicate that CA as

measured by the PRCA knows no gender. The women in both control and

experimental groups began with slightly higher PRCA pretest scores than the

men in the courses. While this may reflect the fact that as a whole these

women were less confident or secure about public presentations or new

situations, that is difficult to maintain when the related t scores were

insignificant. All the female and male groups showed significant drops in
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PRCA scores by the end of the term, and there were no significant

differences found between the reduction in apprehension levels of women

and men.

Gender Related Differences on the CAT

In the comparison of differences in women's and men's scores on

cohesiveness and attentiveness tests, there was only one significant

difference found: women who did not engage in the activity showed more

attentiveness than the women who did. This finding may suggest that some

women found the activity to be distracting. There is some anecdotal

information that applies here; it was noticed during the activity that when a

student was expressing a lack of enthusiasm for participating, it was more

frequently a woman than a man. Perhaps because both the activity leaders

were women there may have been some influence regarding the involvement

of men more than women. It simply may be female students feeling that the

activity was not appropriate in this class, or that it is inappropriate to discuss

their opinions about it, even in an anonymous feedback sheet; thus it may

have nothing whatsoever to do with the gender of the activity leader. The

answers to these speculations are empirical: another study with men as the

activity leaders or both men and women in the role could investigate some of

the causes or relationships involved. Another factor may be that the activity

does not aid in creating the desired image of some of the female students;

they may feel that stretching and deep breathing in class makes them look

silly or immature. Again, the high standard deviation within groups may

affect the lack of differences found between groups.
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Differences Found in Class Standing

With regard to both the subjects' scores in the PRCA and the CAT,

there appeared to be differences in the responses of freshmen and sophomore

students as compared to junior and senior students. These differences are

discussed in the following section, and there are serious implications derived

from these findings. The basic thrust of the PRCA findings was that the

juniors and seniors in experimental groups seemed to derive fewer benefits

from the experimental activity than the freshmen and sophomore students.

Juniors and seniors in experimental groups were the only group tested who

did not show a significant drop from pre- to posttest scores on the PRCA,

while the juniors and seniors in control groups reported a significant drop

like all the other groups.

Class Standing Differences Found on the PRCA

Juniors and seniors in both experimental and control groups were initially

less apprehensive about communicating in a pubic speaking setting than

freshmen and sophomore students, although not significantly so. As

indicated by the reduction of CA levels found in every group tested, people

with experience in public speaking are usually less apprehensive about it than

people with little or no speaking experience. It may be that after at least two

years of a university education, a student has gained some experience with

public presentations. The fact that second and third year students have more

experience as university students in general may mean they have less

nervousness about any new class than a group of freshmen and sophomore

students would have.
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The literature written by McCroskey which was reviewed for this study

provided no specific information about differences found between students of

different grade levels. What was found was a discussion of the four original

instruments created by McCroskey (1970) to test communication

apprehension, PRCA-college, PRCA-ten (for tenth grade students), PRCA-

seven (for seventh grade students), and the fourth scale was designed to test

only anxiety in the public speaking situation. The first three tests illustrate

that class standing does have a likely effect on a student's level of anxiety in

communication settings. McCroskey later created the PRCA-24 which has

more questions and is a refinement of the PRCA-college. While the previous

information illustrates the likelihood of grade level differences, the college

level instrument does not address those differences within college or

university class standing, nor does any discussion by McCroskey in his

literature.

Another interesting observation about the grade level comparisons of the

PRCA results is that juniors and seniors in experimental groups consistently

had the smallest reduction from pre- to posttest PRCA scores of every group

considered, while the juniors and seniors in control groups reported a

significant reduction in PRCA scores as in all the other groups. One factor is

that they started out at an already low level of CA and did not have as much

room for improvement as the other groups. Also it could be that juniors and

seniors saw the experimental activity as extra involvement or irrelevant;

perhaps they wanted no distractions or aids in preparing and delivering

presentations. They may also have felt more mature than the large group of

freshmen and sophomore students in the classes with them, and less willing

to engage in this seemingly juvenile activity. For whatever reason, there was

a clear tendency toward juniors and seniors deriving slightly more benefit
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from the classes which did not engage in the brief but repeated deep breathing

and stretching activity.

If juniors and seniors did not derive benefits from the activity and were

distracted by its inclusion in the course, while freshmen and sophomore

students seemed to benefit from the activity, there may be implications about

general andragogical methods. Is it usual for students of higher class

standing to be less content with the activities of courses directed toward

freshmen and sophomore students? It is not uncommon for 3rd or 4th year

students to have remaining general education courses to take; this means it is

not uncommon for them to find themselves in the same courses as 1st and

2nd year students. Courses that enroll students of all grade levels may

benefit from making distinctions or variations in activities or expectations of

the students of different grade levels. This distinction is common in courses

enrolling undergraduate and graduate students, and this may benefit

undergraduate students as well.

Class Standing Differences on the CAT

The freshmen and sophomore students in the control and experimental

groups showed almost identical responses to the questions on both

cohesiveness and attentiveness. The same was true for juniors and seniors in

control and experimental groups. There was no support whatsoever for the

second and third hypotheses among these findings.

An interesting trend found in grade level differences was the fact that

juniors and seniors consistently scored higher than freshmen and sophomore

students on cohesiveness and attentiveness questions. None of the

differences were significant, but the consistency of the occurrence indicates

something which could be important. This difference was not related to the
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activity, but rather the class itself. With regard to cohesiveness the junior and

senior elevation in score may be a result of the differences between

Communication courses and courses in many other areas of study. Most of

the students in this class are majoring in other disciplines; the course fulfills

a university wide communication skills requirement.

When students are accustomed to other disciplines, the informative

speaking course seems unusually interactive and social. There are frequently

group discussions, student presentations and student comments in class, and

students have more opportunity to get to know each other than in many other

courses. It is an interactive environment quite unlike the more usual passive

learning lecture classes. This could account for the increased cohesiveness

scores from junior and senior students; they may be less bored by the format

and more appreciative of the involvement.

With regard to juniors and seniors being more attentive than freshmen

and sophomores, one reason may be that juniors and seniors have more

experience at being students. Perhaps they have also acquired more efficient

listening and note-taking skills. Freshmen and sophomore students may be

still coping with the transition from the dependency of high school to the

freedom and requirement for self discipline found at the university. These

factors may influence the attentiveness levels of juniors and seniors compared

to freshmen and sophomores.

Activity Leader Differences

Two subgroups were formed based on the experimental activity leader,

and comparisons were made between the PRCA, Cohesiveness and

Attentiveness scores. Regarding the PRCA there was a difference between

the groups led by Zach and Hitchcock, but it was not significant; the leaders
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of the activity did not seem to create different effects on the student's

responses to the activity. However this was not the case regarding

cohesiveness and attentiveness scores: in every case the students in the

experimental groups led by Zach showed higher scores on both cohesiveness

and attentiveness than the experimental groups led by Hitchcock. It would be

difficult to determine what could cause this difference other than the fact two

different people administered the activity, it is perhaps an effect ive reminder

that people make a difference.

Self Report Study

Despite the results of the PRCA and the CAT which show that there was

no significant differences between experimental and control groups, there

was some evidence that benefit was derived from engaging in the activity. In

the Post Hoc study during the winter term, the experimental groups

completed an open response item about the activity. Out of the 29 students,

90% felt they derived some benefit from the activity. The most negative

response was, "I don't feel that it had any effect on my speaking." The only

other two students who gave borderline negative responses said the activity

was likely good for others, but they personally did not feel more relaxed as a

result of the activity. With students saying they experienced increased

relaxation, reduction of nervousness, increased attentiveness, and desire for

more or continued exercises, it is difficult to accept that this activity did not

produce benefits.

If the self report results are valid, then lack of an appropriate measuring

instrument or instruments may have been the primary problem with the
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study. While the benefits described by the students' responses included less

anxiety and positive feelings about the group, the instruments did not reflect

those views or feelings.

There were five students who realized a problem with the activity,

namely, first few speakers derive more benefit than the last few speakers.

Some felt the last students scheduled to speak had ample time to become

completely nervous all over again. This is a clear drawback to the study;

perhaps for the most benefit, the exercise should be done directly before the

student's presentation. Perhaps the ideal procedure would be for speakers to

take a few deep breaths and concentrate on relaxing again just before their

turn, though this was not part of the activity. This limitation has significant

implications for the study, as is discussed in the limitation section.

What these qualitative data suggest is that the activity did promote

relaxation for many students, along with some additional benefits.

Interestingly, the hypotheses were addressed and supported by these findings

to some degree. Students discussed feeling reductions in nervousness and

increased relaxation--supporting hypothesis 1. Laughing, noticing

improvement in others, feeling more comfortable, and feeling silly together

(in a positive view) were all mentioned and are all related to feelings of

cohesiveness-- supporting hypothesis 2. Finally, a number of students

mentioned feeling more awake and alert as a result of the activity-- supporting

hypothesis 3. Whether these benefits, identified by the post hoc survey, are

substantial, they constitute justification for future research.

Another important result from the qualitative data is that some of the

students expressed a desire to continue the activity after the research had been

completed. Desire to continue any activity usually indicates enjoyment or
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benefit. Even if communicative anxiety was not lessened, the enjoyment of a

classroom activity probably has many additional benefits.

Implication for Instructors

Although the instruments utilized in this research did not support the

hypotheses, there was anecdotal evidence which does lend support for the

benefits of this activity. Considering the positive response of both students

and instructors involved, there is good reason to consider incorporating a

similar activity into more beginning public speaking courses. Some of the

findings that ought to be considered if this activity were to be utilized, are the

finding of gender and class standing differences. If women really do feel the

activity is uncomfortable or inappropriate, and junior and senior students

would rather not have to hassle with the activity, then maybe they ought to be

given the option not to participate. Students in this study were never forced

to participate, but there were no alternatives provided for them. If the

activity were being used in a course strictly for potential benefits, without the

limitations of keeping the situation free of variation for research purposes,

instructors could add variety and optional activities for the students. This

freedom could eliminate any negative reactions because no one would be

forced to participate in something they do not wish to participate in.

Study Postscript

This researcher is left --after the experience, the analysis, and a

consideration of the results-- in a very unsettled, uncomfortable position. On
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the one hand there is the concern about claiming any benefit from the

experimental treatment in the face of very clear evidence to the contrary based

on the instruments used. However, there is the strong post hoc evidence and

observations by this researcher and others that the treatment was meaningful.

It cannot be by coincidence that only one student responded negatively to the

open ended question about the experimental activity; that even after the study

was completed there were students who wanted to continue the activity in

their classes; or that the majority of the students who responded to the post

hoc survey used terms related to cohesiveness, attentiveness, relaxation, and

stress reduction even though none of them were aware of the hypotheses of

this research.

While it may look contradictory to state that this treatment is in fact

effective even though all the evidence goes against it, that is not the position

being made. The PRCA is apparently a reliable and valid test of

Communication Apprehension and did prove that that the activity did not

reduce CA as measured by the PRCA, more than the experience of speaking

itself. With regard to hypotheses 2 and 3, there is a clear discrepancy. As a

result of the observations and reactions to the activity by the students and

instructors, two of whom have continued using physical activities in their

classes because they felt the activity made their students more active,

supportive, and attentive, the committee gave permission to create the post

hoc study. In the post hoc survey the students were not asked to discuss

attentiveness or cohesiveness but many of them did, and those findings

supported the second two hypotheses while the results of the measurement

used did not. There is clearly a benefit here that was not detected by the

instrument created for this study. As a result of these observations and

responses, this researcher is not prepared to reject the possibility of benefits
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being derived from this experimental activity, even though it must be reported

that no benefits were demonstrated.

As mentioned above in the Post Hoc survey discussion, the activity

primarily affected the students who gave their presentations early in the class.

Those students scheduled to speak late in the hour had time to become

nervous all over again. This is a serious limitation to the structure of the

activity. One possibility for improving the activity would be to include some

instruction on how to utilize this type of activity anywhere or at anytime.

While speakers will not always be able to stand up and stretch their tense

muscles, there is always time to take a few deep breaths and concentrate on

relaxing. The entire class could engage in the activity at the beginning of the

hour, and the students could be encouraged to take a moment to breath and

relax just before their individual presentations. This type of defense against

anxiety is versatile and can be utilized for a variety of anxiety causing

situations.
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Appendix A:

A Detailed Description of the Experimental Activity.

On the first day the activity occurs the instructor of the course introduces

the activity leader to the class and explains that this activity is a continuation

of the Master's Thesis study for which they responded to the questionnaires.

The class is given a brief explanation of experimental groups and their part in

the study which is to engage in the stretching and deep breathing activity on

every day presentations are scheduled. At the beginning of class the EV

activity leader asks the group to stand up and engage in a stretching, deep

breathing activity. Standing in front of the class, the experimenter engages in

the activity with the students as she leads them through the routine.

Emphasis is placed on getting the students to fully engage in the stretches and

breathing exercises, so actively participation was encouraged. Each

stretching position is held for approximately ten seconds to allow the stretch

to take effect. The students are first asked to get out of their seats, give

themselves enough space to reach down to the floor in front of them, and

begin stretching by raising both hands high overhead. From that position the

directions for the activity are as follows.

While in that position press the right arm up toward the ceiling stretching

the right side of the body, then do the same with the left arm stretching the

left side of the body. Raise both hands overhead in a full reach for the

ceiling, stretching the abdomen and sides, and take a deep breath in while

fully extended, then exhale as the upper body and arms reach down toward

the ground. While bent over with the hands hanging down to the feet,

concentrate on relaxation of the lower back, allowing the shoulders to relax

and letting the head hang down toward the floor. Hold that position for 10

seconds then SLOWLY raise the upper body up, bringing the lower back up
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first, then rolling the back up, eventually rolling the shoulders hack to an

upright position. Continue the rolling of the shoulders backwards for four

full rotations, then switch to rolling the shoulders in a slow forward circular

movement for four full rotations. Next, roll the head in a circular motion to

one side, stretching the neck, and then in the same motion in the opposite

direction. Reach back up to the ceiling one more time take a deep breath

while extended, and exhale as the upper body bends back down and the arms

hang down toward the floor. Once again slowly raise back to an upright

position, then lift the right arm over head and lean the upper body down to

the right continuing to face forward, providing a full stretch of the right side

of the body. Reverse the same motion with the left arm overhead stretching

the left side of the body, then return to an upright and forward position.

Leaving the feet and lower body in the same position twist the upper body

back to the right side, as if looking over the shoulder to see the back, then do

the same to the left side. This exercise stretches the lower back, the waist,

and the abdomen.

After completing the stretches "shake out" starting with the hands. Shake

the hands vigorously, then continue to shake up the arms by shaking the

wrists, elbows and the shoulders. Move the shaking out to the legs

beginning with the one foot, then the ankle, then the complete leg and switch

to other side. Now move to deep breathing. First, find a comfortable and

relaxed stance then start with taking in a deep breath, hold it a second or two

then exhale. Take in another deep breath, hold a few seconds, then exhale.

Take in one last deep breath, hold, now exhale. Then have a seat and relax.
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Appendix B:

McCroskey's Personal Report of Communication Apprehension (PRCA-24)
Directions: This instrument is composed of 24 statements concerning your
feelings about communication with other people. Please indicate in the space
provided the degree to which each statement applies to you by marking
whether you (1) Strongly Agree, (2) Agree, (3) Are Undecided, (4)
Disagree, or (5) Strongly Disagree with each statement. There are no right or
wrong answers. Many of the statements are similar to other statements. Do
not be concerned about this. Work quickly; just record your first impression.

1. I dislike participating in group discussions.
2. Generally, I am comfortable while participating in a group dis-

cussion.
3. I am tense and nervous while participating in group discussions.
4. I like to get involved in group discussions.
5. Engaging in a group discussion with new people makes me

tense and nervous.
6. I am calm and relaxed while participating in group discussions.
7. Generally, I am nervous when I have to participate in a meeting.
8. Usually I am calm and relaxed while participating in meetings.
9. I am very calm and relaxed when I am called upon to express an

opinion at a meeting.
10. I am afraid to express myself at meetings.
11. Communicating at meetings usually makes me uncomfortable.
12. I am very relaxed when answering questions at a meeting.
13. While participating in a conversation with a new acquaintance,

I feel very nervous.
14. I have no fear of speaking up in conversations.
15. Ordinarily I am very tense and nervous in conversations.
16. Ordinarily I am very calm and relaxed in conversations.
17. While conversing with a new acquaintance, I feel very relaxed.
18. I'm afraid to speak up in conversations.
19. I have no fear of giving a speech.
20. Certain parts of my body feel very tense and rigid while giving

a speech.
21. I feel relaxed while giving a speech.
22. My thoughts become confused and jumbled when I am giving a

speech.
23. I face the prospect of giving a speech with confidence.
24. While giving a speech I get so nervous I forget facts I really

know.
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Appendix C:

Cohesiveness and Attentiveness Tests (CAT)

Using one of the following options, please respond to these statements in a

manner as close to your own feelings as possible.

1 2 3 4 5 6.
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly

Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree

Compared to other classes of a similar size I feel I more comradery
with the members of this class. +
If I ran into one of the class members after this class I would not
feel comfortable stopping to talk with him/her. -
I feel I know the members of this class. +
I feel little connection to the members of this class. -
The members of this class helped to make me feel at ease when I gave
presentations. +
I feel a sense of comradery with this group. +
As a class we shared experiences which made us feel like friends. +
I don't think the group was concerned about my individual feelings in
this course. -
The class was understanding and supportive of each other. +
The individuals in this class came together nicely and formed a close
knit group. +
I rarely feel I am a part of what goes on in this class.
I have no trouble paying attention during this class. +
My mind wanders off the subject at hand many times throughout the
hour. -
My mind seldom wanders off the subject during the class. +
I find myself struggling to stay alert in this class. -
I seldom lost interest in what was happening in the class. +
I am usually alert and paying attention during this class. +
I often find myself daydreaming in this class. -
While some courses seem hard to get involved with I felt it was easy
to feel involved in this class. +
I sometimes find myself preoccupied or distracted in this course. -
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Appendix D
Supplemental Tables with Standard Deviation and Standard Error.

D.1 Appendix List 1: PRCA Scores for Every Subgroup, with
Standard Deviation and Standard Error

Group Pretest SD Posttest SD Diff. SE df
lE 22.31 3.56 17.46 4.63 4.85 1.20 12
2E 21.41 3.81 19.00 4.91 2.41 0.89 1 6

3E 19.00 5.90 18.00 3.59 1.00 1.30 7

4E 21.92 5.43 20.42 4.54 1.50 1.55 11

5E 19.56 4.26 17.38 3.44 2.19 0.84 15

ALL E 20.94 4.51 18.44 4.34 2.50 0.51 6 5

Female E 21.08 4.78 18.64 4.15 2.44 .79 3 8

Male E 20.57 4.20 18.04 4.61 2.54 0.71 27
Fo/So E 21.40 4.42 18.73 4.40 2.67 (1.56 5 4

Jr/Sr E 18.42 4.34 16.83 3.71 1.58 1.16 11
A.Z. E 22.12 4.47 18.88 4.74 3.24 1.01 24
R.H.E 20.22 4.45 18.17 4.11 2.05 0.55 40

1C 19.76 4.10 16.88 5.50 2.88 1.04 16
2C 21.14 5.49 16.86 4.94 4.29 0.82 13
3C 20.00 5.11 18.84 5.64 1.16 0.94 18
4C 21.93 3.61 18.87 5.97 3.07 1.65 14
5C 23.71 3.27 22.43 5.60 1.29 1.61 13

ALL C 21.18 4.52 18.71 4.37 2.47 0.55 7 8

Female C 21.54 4.80 19.68 5.77 1.85 0.52 40
Male C 20.79 4.29 17.66 5.62 3.13 1.00 3 7

Fr/So C 21.42 4.54 19.56 5.39 1.86 0.58 5 8

Jr/Sr C 20.45 4.61 16.20 6.18 4.25 1.28 19
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D. 2 Appendix List 2: PRCA Pre- to Posttest Change Comparison
Between Control and Experimental Groups- Standard Deviation and
Standard Error
Group PRCA Drop SD N Difference

1E 4.85 4.34 13
1.96 1.58

1C 2.88 4.28 17
2E 2.41 3.68 1 7

1.87 1.23
2C 4.29 3.08 1 4
3E 1.00 3.66 8

0.16 1.78
3C 1.16 4.11 19
4E 1.50 5.33 1 2

1.57 0.90
4C 3.07 6.40 1 5

5E 2.19 3.37 1 6
0.90 0.64

5C 1.29 6.03 14
ALL E 2.50 4.16 6 6

0.03 0.75
All C 4.47 4.90 7 9
Females E 2.44 4.42 3 9

0.58 0.87
Females C 1.85 3.33 41
Males E 2.54 3.77 2 8

0.60 1.33
Males C 3.13 6.15 3 8
Fr/S0 E 2.67 4.16 5 5

0.81 0.81
Fr/So C 1.86 4.48 5 9
Jr/Sr E 1.58 4.03 1 2

2.67 1.89
Jr/Sr C 4.25 5.73 20
A.Z. E 3.24 5.04 25

1.19 1.05
R.H. E 2.05 3.51 41
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D. 3 Appendix List 3: Comparisons of PRCA Pre- to Posttest Score
Differences Between Gender and Class Standing Subgroups-
Standard Deviation and Standard Error
Group PRCA Drop SD Difference SE

Females E 2.44 4.42 3 9
0.10 1.00

Males E 2.54 3.77 2 8
Females C 1.85 3.33 41

1.28 1.10
Males C 3.13 6.15 3 8
Fr/So E 2.67 4.16 5 5

1.09 1.31
Jr/Sr E 1.58 4.03 12
Fr/So C 1.86 4.48 5 9

2.39 1.25
Jr/Sr C 4.25 5.73 2 0
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D. 4 Appendix List 4: Cohesiveness Scores for Every Subgroup With
Standard Deviation and Standard Error
Group Score SD N Difference SE

lE 30.70 8.74 20
1.22 2.79

1C 31.92 6.09 13
2E 26.31 6.91 1 6

2.71 2.48

2C 23.60 6.87 15
3E 26.90 6.45 10

3.17 2.87
3C 30.07 7.26 14
4E 27.29 9.02 19

2.46 2.93
4C 29.75 6.61 13
5E 30.32 7.84 14

3.17 3.28
5C 27.15 8.89 1 2

ALL E 28.63 8.08 7 9
0.27 1.30

ALL C 28.36 7.56 6 6
Female E 28.14 9.27 3 4

0.08 2.03
Female C 28.06 7.01 3 2
Male E 30.21 6.78 34

1.24 1.95
Male C 28.97 8.69 2 9
Fo/So E 28.80 7.68 59

0.56 1.50
Fo/So C 28.24 7.86 49
Jr/Sr E 31.00 10.90 10

1.71 3.69
Jr/Sr C 29.29 7.22 1 4
AZE 30.51 8.76 3 9

3.71 1.78
R.11. E 26.80 6.97 40
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D. 5 Appendix List 5: Comparison of Cohesiveness Scores Between
Gender and Class Standing Subgroups- Standard Deviation and
Standard Error
Group Score SD N Difference SE

Female E 28.14 9.27 34
2.07 1.95

Male E 30.21 6.78 3 4
Female C 28.06 7.01 3 2

0.91 1.98
Male C 28.97 8.69 2 9
Fr/So E 28.80 7.68 59

2.20 2.68
Jr/Sr E 31.00 10.90 10
Fr/So C 28.24 7.86 4 9

1.05 2.39
Jr/Sr C 29.29 7.22 1 4
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D. 6 Appendix List 6: Attentiveness Scores for Every Subgroup-
Standard Deviation and Standard Error
group Score SD Difference SE

lE 24.45 7.81 2 0
1.07 2.56

1C 23.38 6.05 1 3
2E 17.75 4.01 1 6

1.72 1.66
2C 19.47 5.21 1 5
3E 24.50 7.49 10

6.50 3.62
3C 31.00 9.53 14
4E 21.29 10.54 1 9

0.87 3.41
4C 20.42 7.62 13
5E 27.42 7.74 14

1.34 2.66
5C 26.08 5.40 12

ALL E 23.25 8.47 7 9
0.84 1.37

ALL C 24.09 8.00 6 6
Female E 22.36 9.06 3 4

3.70 2.01
Female C 26.06 7.05 3 2
Male E 25.32 7.55 3 4

2.60 2.00
Male C 22.72 8.28 2 9
Fo/So E 23.31 7.21 5 9

0.63 1.47
Fo/So C 23.94 8.08 4 9
Jr/Sr E 26.45 13.02 10

0.12 4.18
Jr/Sr C 26.57 7.42 14
A.Z. E 25.90 9.24 3 9

5.22 1.82
R.H.E 20.68 6.82 4 0
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D. 7 Appendix List 7: Comparison of Attentiveness Scores Between
Subgroups of Gender and Class Standing- Standard Deviation and
Standard Error
group Score SD N Difference SE

Female E 22.36 9.06 3 4
2.69 1.99

Male E 25.32 7.55 34
Female C 26.06 7.05 3 2

3.34 1.99
Male C 22.72 8.28 29
Fo/So E 23.31 7.21 59

3.14 2.73
Jr/Sr E 26.45 13.02 10
Fo/So C 23.94 8.08 4 9

2.63 2.41
Jr/Sr C 26.57 7.42 1 4


